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interest since 1997 on the North American ELF Press Office,
foolishly believing that the office might have some direct connection to ELF members. It doesn't. After years of surveillance, harassment, two major raids and property seizures, and
numerous grand jury subpoenas, the U.S. Department of
Justice continues to place pressure on the press office to shut
down. They don't seem to be having much luck.
Another step that the protectors of the state and commerce
have taken is to have the Federal Bureau of Investigation classify the ELF as a domestic terrorism group. In fact the F.B.I.
has referred to the ELF as the leading domestic terrorism
threat in the United States. This classification allowed heightened surveillance and investigative techniques to be legally
used against the ELF. In addition this move by the F.B.I.
allowed the formal creation of Joint Terrorism Task Forces in
most larger urban areas throughout the U.S. One example is
below.
On November 25, 2000 the NAELFPO received notice that a
terrorism task force had been approved in Portland, Oregon by
the City Council. This new force involves both the F.B.I. and
the Portland Police Bureau. The original ordinance passed by
City Council on has a particularly interesting mission statement. Mission statement #3 of 4 stated,
"The mission of the PJTTF is to identify and target for prosecution those individuals or groups who are responsible for
Right Wing and/or Left Wing movements, as well as acts of
the anti-abortion movement and the Animal Liberation
Front/Earth Liberation Front."
Public outcry in opposition to the above mission resulted in a
rewording but the idea remains the same. The state is beginning to recognize that the ELF poses a major threat to commerce so they are reacting accordingly.
In addition certain U.S. states, including Oregon and
Washington, are adopting "ecoterrorism" laws into the state
legal system. These laws greatly heighten the sentencing limits for crimes largely associated with the interference of com30
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The ELF supports the right for all individuals to have proper
access to adequate nourishment, health care, shelter, and the
basic necessities of life. There is however no excuse for individuals to be working at a job that is directly threatening the
ability for all life on the planet to exist. If an individual,
whether an executive, owner, or bottom of the ladder employee is profiting off the destruction of the natural environment
aiding in the stockpiling of wealth which will end up in the
hands of a few, the least they deserve is to lose their job.
Individuals cannot blindly enter into any form of employment,
regardless of the pay, without first considering who and/or
what that work is going to hurt. The victim vs. the benefactor
ratio must be greatly considered and occupations which pose
a threat to life must be abolished.

What approach has law
enforcement taken to stop
the work of the ELF?
From 1997 through 2000, not a single person was arrested
and charged with an ELF related crime in North America.
Then, on January 25, 2001, the first ELF related arrest in
North America came. Since that time there have only been a
few others. The ELF by all accounts has been extremely successful in evading law enforcement due to the anonymous cell
structure.
Law enforcement from the federal down to the local level has
been extremely frustrated. Out of this frustration, above
ground individuals around the country have been harassed,
subpoenaed to grand juries, have had their homes and offices
raided and property seized, and more.
The U.S. Department of Justice has particularly focused its
29

W

hat is the
Earth Liberation Front (ELF)?
The Earth Liberation Front (ELF) is an international underground organization that uses direct action in the form of economic sabotage to stop the exploitation and destruction of the
natural environment.

fIow and when
did the group begin?
It has been speculated that the group was founded in the early
1990s as an offshoot of Earth First in England. The ideology
of the ELF spread to North America in the mid 1990s. In
November 1997, the ELF officially claimed responsibility for
the group's first action in North America. The claim of responsibility was sent to above ground supporters who released the
information to the media. In the communique the ELF claimed
credit for releasing wild horses and burning down a Bureau of
Land Management Horse Corral near Burns, Oregon on
November 29, 1997. The communiqu6 appeared as follows,
"The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) claims they are
removing non-native species from public lands (aren't white
Europeans also non-native?) but then they turn around and
subsidize the cattle industry and place thousands of nonnative domestic cattle on these same lands...
...to help halt the BLM's illegal and immoral business of rounding up wild horses from public lands and funneling them to
slaughter...
1

This hypocrisy and genocide against the horse nation will not
go unchallenged! The practice of rounding up and auctioning
wild horses must be stopped. The practice of grazing cattle
on public lands must be stopped. The time to take action is
now. From an investigation like the Associated Press' to writing the BLM to an action like ours, you can help stop the
slaughter and save our Mother Earth..."
This action caused an estimated $450,000 in damages to the
facility and 448 wild horses and 51 burros were set free.
Since November of 1997, there have been over two dozen
major actions performed by the ELF in North America alone
resulting in nearly $40 million in damages.

W

here is the ELF
based geographically?
The ELF has no centralized location. Actions have been taken
by the ELF all across the United States, in Canada, throughout
Europe, and in South America. The number of locations targeted by the ELF continues to increase.

fIow is the

organization structured?
The ELF is organized into autonomous cells which operate
independently and anonymously from one another and the
general public. The group does not contain a hierarchy or any
sort of leadership. Instead the group operates under an ideol2

If an action similar to one performed by the ELF occurred and
resulted in an individual becoming physically injured or losing
their life this would not be considered an ELF action. It may
have been done for social and political reasons and even may
have had the same motives as the ELF but since a life form
was injured it would not be considered an actual ELF action.
Remember the ELF exists to protect life on this planet. The
choice to use economic sabotage is a very deliberate and purposeful strategy to target the real underlying threat to life - the
quest for profit and power. The ELF does not engage in state
sanctioned tactics or those which physically harm people or
life in general due to the group's belief that economic sabotage is the best, most direct way to take the profit motive out
of destroying the planet.
The real violence and danger comes from businesses clearcutting forests and destroying ecosystems, from pollutants
carelessly pumped into our air by industrial and consumer
society, from water being poisoned to the point of being
undrinkable, by people eating commercially grown non-organic
food, and many, many more. Very often by labeling the ELF
as violent it is a means by which mainstream society, government, and big business can attempt to forget about the real
true violence which occurs everyday, the violence against life.

Is the ELF concerned with
the workers at a given
business who may be
forced into unemployment
by an action?
28

of direct action abroad and outside of the westernized countries, such as the armed self defense of the Zapatistas, while
simultaneously denouncing direct action domestically to protect life is practicing one of the sickest forms of hypocrisy, if
not a form of racism and imperialism.
No one in their right mind can honestly state that the popular
environmental movement using state sanctioned tactics has
been successful. It is very obvious something more is needed. There is no tolerable excuse for an individual or organization that claims to be a part of the movement to protect all life
on the planet to come out publicly against the actions of the
ELF. If the individual or particular organization disagrees with
the tactics it is just as easy to come out publicly when asked
and respond with a statement such as, although I or our organization does not take part in actions like those of the ELF, I or
we can understand the motivations because the threat to life
on this planet is very real and serious." What this statement
does is to not publicly show a major rift in the movement but to
give at least the perception of a varied movement strong and
rich in diversity.

W

hat if someone is
injured by an ELF action?
Has that ever happened?
The guidelines for the ELF specifically require members to
take all necessary precautions to ensure no one is physically
injured. In the history of the ELF internationally no one has
been injured from the group's actions and that is not a coincidence. Yes, the use of fire as a tool is dangerous but when
used properly it can tremendously aid in the destruction of
property associated with the killing of life.
27

ogy. If an individual believes in the ideology and follows a certain set of guidelines she or he can perform actions and
become a part of the ELF.
This cell structure has been extremely effective in ensuring the
continuation of the organization with minimal arrests. Law
enforcement, particularly in North America are trained to recognize and deal with organizations that have a leader, a hierarchy and a central headquarters. The ELF does not contain
any of these. Due to the autonomous and underground
aspects of the ELF cells, an infiltration into a cell by no way
means the entire movement will be stopped. If one individual
or even one entire cell is captured by authorities, other individuals and cells will be free to continue their work as they operate independently and anonymously from one another.
The cell structure is a type of guerilla tactic which has been
successfully employed by various movements around the
world for ages. It can be a successful tactic when used properly against a greater military power.

iIow many members
are in the ELF?

It is next to impossible to estimate the number of ELF members internationally or even country by country. Since 1997, in
the United States, the ELF actions have steadily increased
and have appeared in a growing number of differing geographical areas. Therefore it is safe to assume the group continues
to grow in size.
More and more people around the world are realizing the horrifying state of the environment and the extreme, continuous
exploitation of people and life in general caused by the greedy
3

individual wanting more numbers to appear in the bank
account. Simultaneously people are becoming increasingly
frustrated with the exhausted state sanctioned, legal means of
social change because on their own they do not work.
If people are serious about stopping the destruction and
exploitation of all life on the planet then they must also be serious about recognizing the need for a real direct action campaign and their own personal involvement.
One cell in the ELF can consist of just a few people who have
the ability to cause extreme amounts of economic damage
with just one action. It doesn't take a trained expert to
become involved in the ELF, just individuals who really care
about life on the planet to the degree that they want to take
actions to protect it. Environmental protection is a matter of
self defense and the ELF actions are a natural response to the
very real threats to life on earth.

Is the ELF primarily an
environmental organization?
The organization is an environmental group but also one that
realizes the true cause of murder and destruction of life.
Therefore it is not enough to work solely on single, individual
environmental issues but in addition the capitalist state and its
symbols of propaganda must also be targeted. It may be
more realistic to refer to the organization as one which works
to protect all life on the planet.

4

The problem arises when other above ground organizations
who claim to be for the same cause have come out publicly
against the actions. Regardless of their motives, these groups
have whether they meant to or not, created a rift in the movement. A split in a social and political movement classically signifies a weak point which has been historically and can continue to be exploited by authorities and entities who are interested in the movements demise.
Grassroots and mainstream organizations who have come out
publicly against the actions of the ELF do so either due to economic reasons (they rely on donations from the public, members, or grants from charities or governmental or non-governmental organizations) and/or they have a firm belief and an
exceptional amount of faith in the system of government in
operation in their particular area. Either way this attitude
demonstrates a clear misunderstanding and/or a great reluctance to accept the seriousness of the threats to life on this
planet and to make a firm commitment to work to actually stop
that destruction of life. All of us must remember that the
movement to protect all life must not be a means of monetary
gain for individuals and organizations but rather one that produces concrete results.
In addition, rarely is the distinction made which is crucial for
any movement seeking to actually produce change. There is
a clear difference between actions that make an individual
simply feel good and actions which are truly effective and challenge the oppressing party. Actions which make individuals
feel better about themselves are most often safer and pose little actual threat to the entity which needs to be changed.
Especially in the global movement to protect all life, this is in
direct reference to the continued belief in and use of state
sanctioned tactics which have not only been proven ineffective
but may only aid in prolonging the real problem. This movement to protect all life requires all of us to step out of our comfort zones and realize what actually needs to be done. The
westernized individual who may support more extreme forms
26

life. When an unjust entity is severely attacked financially they
will see it is in their best interests to stop the unjust acts.
Due to the nature of the court systems, particularly in the U.S.,
there is little if any chance of a just trial. If an ELF member is
caught and prosecuted they stand the chance of spending a
ridiculous amount of time in prison because of newer and
newer laws backed by big business and government to protect
commerce.
The decision to not take public responsibility for each action is
purely a strategic one. Why would anyone want to be caught
and unjustly locked up when they could be free to continue
destroying that which is killing life? For the individual to come
forward and take responsibility for an ELF action, this would
require a sound faith in the legal structure. The ELF understands that this legal structure is part of the same system of
government and now westernized world domination that is
causing the death of all life. It can never be trusted an ultimately needs to be abolished.

'Do

ELF actions alienate
other groups and
individuals within the
environmental movement?
The members of the ELF have never stated that the tactics of
their group will on their own achieve full change. Of course
there needs to be public education. The ELF considers itself
one part of a global movement which uses a variety of tactics
to stop the destruction of life. The ELF actions on their own
do not alienate the environmental movement.
25

What is the
ideology of the ELF?
The ideology is what lies at the heart of the ELF As previously mentioned the group does not have any sort of hierarchy or
physical leadership but instead revolves around an ideology.
This ideology is the key to the group's existence, purpose, and
longevity. So what is it?
The ELF realizes that the destruction of life is not a mere random occurrence but a deliberate act of violence performed by
those entities concerned with nothing more than pursuing
extreme economic gain at any cost. With this realization in
mind, the ELF maintains that it is only logical to work to
remove the profit motive from killing the earth and all life on it.
Anyone seeking to create actual positive social and political
change must reflect on past attempts throughout history to
learn what worked, what didn't, and what can be taken to aid
in the current pursuit. A refusal to make this reflection is also
a refusal to make an honest life commitment to the cause of
justice and protection of life on this planet.
The ELF recognizes that the popular environmental movement
has failed miserably in its attempts to bring about the protection needed to stop the killing of life on this planet. State
sanctioned means of social change rarely on their own have
and will have any real effect in obtaining the desired results.
This is due to the obvious fact that the legal means of protest
in solving grievances do little more than reinforce the same
system which is a root of the problem. The state system is not
going to allow any real change within it unless the state structure (government), big business, and finally the mainstream
consumer society feels that change is really necessary. Yet it
5

is this same state structure, big business, and consumer society that is directly responsible for the destruction of life on the
planet for the sake of profit. When these entities have repeatedly demonstrated their prioritizing of monetary gain ahead of
life, it is absolute foolishness to continue to ask them nicely for
reform or revolution. Matters must be taken into the hands of
the people who need to more and more step outside of this
societal law to enforce natural law.
One definition of natural law refers to our dependence on the
substances in the natural environment which enable all life to
exist, primarily clean air, clean water, and clean soil. Clean air
is needed for life to breathe, clean water is needed for life to
drink, and clean soil is needed to grow food for life to eat.
Particularly with the advent of the industrial revolution, the
westernized way of life has been in complete violation of natural law. There is a major difference between taking actions
for the immediate sustenance of you, your family and your
close knit community and actions taken to stockpile wealth
and to demonstrate power and domination over, and often
times at, the expense of others. Yes, everyone should have
access to basic necessities of living, a suitable shelter (not
only for you but for the natural environment), access to healthy
food (not only for you but for the natural environment consisting of organically and locally grown items using sustainable
permaculture practices free of genetic engineering), access to
proper healthcare, etc. But there is no excuse for, out of pure
greed and selfishness, desiring more than you need to live a
free and happy life. The majority of stockpiling, greed, and
monetary wealth comes at the expense of others whether
humans, non-human animals or the natural environment.
The ELF ideology considers the various social and political
problems facing the world today to be mere symptoms caused
by a larger overall problem. Thus, in a sense, to work individually on separate justice issues is to attempt to toss water out
of a sinking ship with a teaspoon. (if you are serious about
6

individuals who are risking their freedom to protect all life on
earth. ELF members make a conscience decision to go
underground and remain underground to create the highest
level of effectiveness. The idea is not for the members to be
rotting away in prisons but rather to be free each and every
day to continue their heroic actions.
One school of thought under the broad scope of nonviolence
theory states that an individual must allow an entity in opposition to see the evil in his or her own ways and voluntarily
change. This, according to the theory, will create lasting
change. This belief places an extraordinary amount of faith in
the human conscience which at this time has more than
proven to be misguided. If an individual had a working conscience in the first place would they actually engage in activities with threaten and destroy various forms of life on this
planet? This is not a demonstration of a working conscience
and therefore all the attempts in the world to appeal to the
oppressor's conscience will not work. There needs to be
something more.
The ELF recognizes this flaw in conventional nonviolence theory and also realizes that remaining safely inside state sanctioned societal law while attempting to create social and political change will never work. Laws are set up as a mere reflection of the morals and norms of the majority of mainstream
society. Unfortunately as a result of massive conditioning and
the manufacture of desire, the mainstream public (especially in
the United States) is living a life of extreme over-consumption,
ruthlessly attacking the qualities of life we all need to survive,
clean air, clean water, and clean soil.
At this point in time there exists the immediate need for individuals to step outside of societal law and work to directly stop
the destruction of life. By any means necessary. The ELF
recognizes that the destruction of the planet is caused by the
quest for profit and therefore the only appropriate response at
this stage is to completely remove the profit motive from killing
24

movement, bombed the Chancellor of the Exchequer David
Lloyd George's villa in Surrey. Pankhurst accepted responsibility for the event and described it as "guerrilla warfare."
In the United States, most everyone has heard of the Boston
Tea Party which consisted of bands of men boarding English
ships in Boston Harbor among others and dumping British tea
into the water. Seldom is this referred to as economic sabotage but that is indeed an accurate description of it.
In the protests in the U.S. against the Vietnam War, economic
sabotage was once again used in addition to other tactics to
place a great amount of pressure on the U.S. Government. In
the end due in part to the protests but more to the reality that
the U.S. lost the war, the U.S. troops began withdrawing from
Vietnam.
The above examples represent just a mere fraction of the historical instances when economic sabotage has been effectively employed. The tactic has a rich and plentiful history in
movements around the globe and makes sense from a purely
logical standpoint. If an item or piece of property is threatening life for the sake of profit, shouldn't it be destroyed?

Why don't ELF members
come forward and publicly
take responsibility for
their actions?
Frequently, when this question is asked there is usually some
reference made to the ELF members showing cowardice by
not publicly taking responsibility for actions. This is complete
nonsense. The ELF is made up of brave, utterly courageous
23

stopping the ship from sinking it would only be wise to find the
hole and plug it!.) The only way to stop the symptoms of the
problem is to identify the main root cause and directly work to
abolish it.
The ELF ideology maintains that it is the very social and political ideology in operation throughout the westernized countries
that is creating the various injustices on this planet and ultimately the destruction of life. That ideology is capitalism and
the mindset that allows it to exist. Capitalism and (what we
have referred to in the states for years) the American Dream
have long symbolized a form of economic opportunity and
freedom. The idea that no matter who you were, if you
worked hard all your life, you too could have the perfect husband or wife, the 2.3 kids, new BMW, the beach house on
Maui and penthouse in New York City and loads of cash to
play with.
What wasn't and still isn't told to the millions seeking the
American Dream is that dream comes at a price, always has
and always will. That price consists of everything from taking
advantage of slave labor, dumping toxic waste into our waterways, murdering those who take a stand for justice, destroying
cultures, destroying environments and exploiting and oppressing anyone or anything that poses to be a threat, nuisance, or
a bump along the path to riches.
What also isn't revealed to the seekers of power and wealth is
that those material possessions represented in the American
Dream cannot buy you happiness. The quest for monetary
gain has left millions of people suffering from depression and
other illnesses, has been responsible for countless suicides
and murders, for the demise of the community and family
structure leading to and/or at least being partially responsible
for such atrocities as the numerous school shootings. True
wealth and real happiness come from good health, a strong
community, of knowing the history of your people and your
place in the world, and of living a life of realism, having a
7

sense of what it means to be alive and living a life that is not
irreversibly harmful to other life forms or the natural environment.
The real symbolic statement of reference to the westernized
world (especially the U.S.) is apple pie, baseball, and screw
anyone or anything you can to make a profit. Sound absurd?
Ask the vast amounts of rainforests and old growth natural
areas who destroyed them? Ask the sun why it's path to the
earth is far less obstructed due to the depletion of the ozone
layer? Why did this depletion take place? Ask the citizens of
Burbank, California how they enjoy the chromium in their
drinking water? Why and how did it get there? Ask the families of the murdered individuals why when they took a stand
against corporations like Shell and Chevron they were killed?
Ask the many Native American tribes who it was that murdered their families and virtually destroyed their cultures? Ask
the relatives of black slaves why slavery was legal years ago?
Ask an Iraqi civilian why the U.S. government continues to
bomb the country killing innocent people? Ask the executives
of the General Motors Corporation, Ford, and the others why
the Gulf War was fought? Ask the executives of General
Electric who it is that has profited massively from virtually
every war that has been fought around the world? This is real
violence. This is real injustice. This needs to be stopped by
any means necessary.
The ELF realizes the profit motive, caused and reinforced by
the capitalist society, is destroying all life on this planet. The
only way, at this point in time, to stop that continued destruction of life is to by any means necessary take the profit motive
out of killing.
Using real direct action in the form of economic sabotage, the
ELF is targeting what the greedy entities care about, their
pocketbooks. By inflicting as much economic damage as possible, the ELF can allow a given entity to decide it is in their
best economic interests to stop destroying life for the sake of
8

the work of Gandhi, there was a strong militant faction of the
Independence Movement that played just as an important role
as the work of Gandhi himself. The British government understood Gandhi's tactics and knew what broadly to expect from
him. The more militant sector of the movement.posed a far
greater threat to the government simply due to the reality of
the British not knowing what to expect or what may result if the
road to India's independence was not traveled down. In fact,
Gandhi himself was released from prison on at least one occasion only on the direct order from the British that he would try
to calm the more militant sector of the movement. Both the
nonviolence tactics employed by Gandhi and his followers
mixed with the threat of more severe tactics from the militant
sector brought the eventual Independence of India.
Most schooling systems also do not teach and educate students about the Luddites. Perhaps one of the earliest, if not
the first, groups to target the Industrial Revolution and its
effects was a group calling itself the Luddites. From 18111816, the Luddites caused extreme economic damage to the
weaver industry in England. Angry at the threat to life and culture that the new machines of the industrialized revolution
posed, the Luddites fought back using tactics very similar to
those performed by the ELF today. Some factories were
forced to shut down and others agreed to stop running the
industrialized machines due to the Luddite activity and threat.
In the abolitionist movement in the United States, there are
numerous accounts of slaves sabotaging their "masters" property and engaging in various tactics to disrupt the flow of commerce in the slave system. Slave revolts were fairly rare but
even one would create a chilling threat that actually forced
some slave owners to give up the practice.
The suffragette movement particularly in England used sabotage in addition to other tactics to successfully gain rights for
women. One example occurred in February 1913, when
Emmeline Pankhurst, the founder of England's suffragette
22

to wait to actually stop the destruction of life?

profit.

A belief in state sanctioned legal means of social change is
also a sign of faith in the legal system of that same state. The
ELF clearly do not have any faith in the legal system of the
state when it comes to protecting life. The state has repeatedly shown itself to care far more for the protection of commerce
and profits than that of its people and the natural environment.
To place faith in that same state as though it will do what is in
the best interests of justice and life is utter foolishness and a
grave mistake. The state is a major portion of the problem.

Capitalism as a target is not easily identifiable due to it being
an ideology rather than a physical object. But forms and symbols of capitalism can be targeted successfully to greatly influence the impact the capitalist state has on life. These symbols and forms can take the shape of individuals, businesses,
governmental and non-governmental organizations and items
which aid in directly destroying life and/or the spread of the
destructive propaganda of the American Dream. The list is
endless but could include such symbols in the U.S. as Mt.
Rushmore, the Statue of Liberty, Disney, Wall Street, etc.

There is also a certain intelligence and logic to the idea that
with one night's work, a few individuals can accomplish what
years of legal battles and millions of dollars most likely did not.

lire

ELF tactics, such as
economic sabotage,
new to social movements?
No, in fact very few if any major successful social movements
globally have been able to progress using strictly state sanctioned tactics. In westernized societies it is quite normal for
schools to push the mythical propaganda that state sanctioned
means are the only way social change has ever been
achieved..
One of the most famous examples usually cited by state sanctioned nonviolence absolutists is the Independence Movement
in India while under British rule. Classically, people especially
in privileged westernized societies have been taught that
Gandhi's nonviolence tactics were the only methodology used
to gain India's independence from Britain. Yet, in addition to
21

Whatever the target may be, the ELF ideology promotes efficiency and effectiveness. It promotes the idea of choosing the
most effective target possible and using strategies and tactics
to cause the most amount of economic damage as possible.
In addition, the idea of momentum is pushed to create an
actual movement that continues to grow to successfully stop
the destruction of life. More and more actions need to be
taken by the ELF in order for this success to become a reality.

W

hat are the various
issues that the
ELF has targeted?

The specific target areas of the ELF are constantly increasing
and will continue to grow to include any threat to life on this
planet caused by greedy quests for monetary gain. The ELF
targets have included such issues as deforestation (for human
development of roadways, for luxurious living and/or recreation
areas, for profit by selling or using trees, etc.), urban sprawl,
genetic engineering, natural habitat and ecosystem destruction, the use of slave labor by corporations and more.
9

What are some of the
actions in North America
performed by the ELF?
The most notorious action performed by the ELF in North
America to date was the October 18, 1998 fires set at Vail
Resorts, Inc. Vail, known as one of the premiere ski resorts in
the world, had proposed an 885 acre expansion into one of
the last remaining habitats for the Canadian lynx in the United
States. Despite clear opposition from a vast majority of the
local community and a ten year legal battle by local environmentalists, Vail was still moving forward with the expansion
plans. Members of the ELF felt it was time to increase the
opposition. The action caused an estimated $12-$26 million in
damages to Vail and brought the issue of expansion into
wilderness once again into the international spotlight. The
communiqu6 sent by the ELF taking credit for this action
appeared as follows,
"On behalf of the lynx, five buildings and four ski lifts at Vail
were reduced to ashes on the night of Sunday, October 18th.
Vail, Inc. is already the largest ski operation in North America
and now wants to expand even further. The 12 miles of roads
and 885 acres of clearcuts will ruin the last, best lynx habitat in
the state. Putting profits ahead of Colorado's wildlife will not
be tolerated. This action is just a warning. We will be back if
this greedy corporation continues to trespass into wild and
unroaded areas. For your safety and convenience, we strongly advise skiers to choose other destinations until Vail cancels
its inexcusable plans for expansion. - Earth Liberation Front"
On December 27, 1998, the ELF burned down the corporate
headquarters of US Forest Industries in Medford, Oregon.
This particular target served as the corporate headquarters for
10

labeled negatively? What if people were honestly told why the
group exists and who its targets are? Obviously more and
more people would support and take part in ELF actions.
The ELF is not an ecoterrorist organization or any sort of terrorist organization but rather one that is working to protect all
life on planet earth. It is amazingly hypocritical for mainstream
media and the federal government to label the ELF as a terrorist group yet at the same time ignoring the U.S. government
and U.S. based corporations which every day exploit, torture,
and murder people around the world.

Why don't members
of the ELF use more
traditional tactics to achieve
environmental protection?
The mainstream public has been fed an extreme amount of
false and misleading propaganda in regards to "traditional tactics", those which are strictly legal and sanctioned by the state.
In reality a more honest definition of traditional tactics would
include illegal direct action such as economic sabotage due to
its crucial role in numerous successful social and political
movements throughout history.
The ELF does not engage in more traditional tactics simply
because they have been proven not to work, especially on
their own. The popular, modern mainstream environmental
movement, which began arguably in the early 1960s, has
failed in its attempts to bring about the needed protection to
stop the destruction of life on this planet. This fact cannot be
rightly disputed. The quality of our air, water, and soil continues to decrease as more and more life forms on the planet
suffer and die as a result. How much longer are we supposed
20

ians nor did they see the constant bombings of urban areas
filled with civilians. Instead, what NBC, CBS, ABC, CNN and
the others showed the public were heavily censored and filtered computerized images that appeared like a video game.
This was an obvious attempt to build the patriotism level or at
least maintain it within the States.

four mills; a White City veneer mill and a Grants Pass plywood
mill in Oregon, a sawmill in Florida and a studmill in Colorado.
The action caused an estimated $500,000-$800,000 in damages to US Forest Industries. The communique sent by the
ELF taking credit for this action stated,

When a news event takes place it should be the responsibility
of the news agency to provide a balanced, objective view of
the events to the public free from labels and other forms of
mind coercion. If this did occur, the mind of the individual
would be allowed to remain open to receive and process information, thus allowing the individual to come to his/her own
conclusions. This is in direct contrast to the reality of today's
news world where the public is made to feel like they are making free conscious decisions when in fact they are succumbing
to mind control and preformed opinions created by the state
and societal forces based around commerce.

"To celebrate the holidays we decided on a bonfire.
Unfortunately for U.S. Forest Industries it was at their corporate headquarters office...
On the foggy night after Christmas, when everyone was
digesting their turkey and pie, Santa's ELFs dropped two fivegallon buckets of diesel/unleaded mix and a gallon jug with
cigarette delays; which proved to be more than enough to get
this party started.
This was in retribution for all the wild forests and animals lost
to feed the wallets of greedy fucks like Jerry Bramwell, U.S.F.I.
president... and it is a warning to all others responsible, we
do not sleep and we won't quit."

By labeling an action or a news event, the public is forced to
adopt the media created stigma, either positive or negative in
response to that label. Think of what goes through your mind
when you hear the term terrorist. Usually it relates somehow
to racist beliefs and stereotypes about Arabs, about airline
hijackings, violence, and about how terrorists need to be
caught and/or killed to be kept away from society. So when
the federal government and the mainstream press immediately
label actions of the ELF as ecoterrorism all this can do is create a negative stereotype in the minds of the public.
Unfortunately as the pressures of mind control through labeling increase it becomes more difficult to allow the mind to
remain open to independently process information and form
less biased opinions. Which is precisely what the federal government and law enforcement want is to make sure that the
mainstream public immediately equates the ELF with ecoterrorism.
Can you imagine just what might occur if the ELF was not
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Just under a year later, on December 25, 1999 the ELF targeted the northwest regional headquarters of Boise Cascade in
Monmouth, Oregon. A $1 million fire set by the ELF burned
the 8,000 square foot building to the ground. A few days after
the fire the ELF sent the following communique,
"Boise Cascade has been very naughty. After ravaging the
forests of the Pacific Northwest, Boise Cascade now looks
towards the virgin forests of Chile. Early Christmas morning,
elves left coal in Boise Cascade's stocking. Four buckets of
diesel and gas with kitchen timer delay destroyed their regional headquarters in Monmouth, Oregon. Let this be a lesson to
all greedy multinational corporations who don't respect their
ecosystems. The elves are watching. - Earth Liberation Front"
Boise Cascade had recently teamed up with Maderas Condor,
a Chilean company, to continue their expanding practices of
deforestation in the Puerto Montt area of Chile, one of the few
remaining areas in the world which had remained free from
11

massive cutting.
Just six days later, on New Years Eve, 1999 the ELF for the
first time turned to the subject of genetic engineering. At
Michigan State University, Catherine Ives worked as a
researcher, according to her, to help feed the starving people
of the world through biotechnology. One of her programs
funded in part by Monsanto and the U.S. Agency for
International Development involved attempts to coerce farmers
in less westernized countries to give up sustainable agricultural practices for reliance on the biotech industry, in particular
Monsanto who among numerous other creations brought the
terminator seed to life. These seeds which do not reproduce
require farmers to purchase new seeds annually from
Monsanto.
The idea that there just is not enough food in the world to feed
the current population is an absolute myth being used by the
biotech industry as one of their reasons to continue into the
area of gene manipulation. The public relations departments
at Monsanto and in other firms within the biotech industry are
being far from truthful by presenting this appearance of altruism as though they are helping people in, as they refer to
them, the "developing nations" to improve their lives. It is nothing but another form of largely U.S. based imperialism
attempting to control and destroy non-westernized cultures for
the sake of monetary gain. Is it just a mere coincidence that
Monsanto, the U.S. Agency for International Development and
Catherine Ives, are not teaching and promoting organic permaculture in less-westernized countries? And just another
coincidence that instead they are manufacturing the desire for
genetically altered seeds which Monsanto conveniently sells?
In response to this program and Catherine Ives work, the ELF
set fire to her offices at Michigan State University causing an
estimated $400,000-$900,000 in damages. Ives herself admitted the fire destroyed years of her work. A communique sent
by the ELF stated,
12

Is the ELF a terrorist
and violent organization?
Federal authorities and mainstream media particularly in the
United States have done an outstanding job at feeding the
public false rhetoric largely associated with the term ecoterrorism. Any action taken by the ELF has been labeled as ecoterrorist by the press and law enforcement for a particular, very
conscious purpose.
What would happen if a major ELF action was taken and
instead of instantly labeling it as ecoterrorism,. the press and
authorities did not take a biased perspective and honestly
revealed the entire story including the motives for taking that
action. Perhaps the public might be a little too eager to support the action and a lot less likely to quickly condemn the
group.
What happens though in today's fast paced media savvy society is that news and mainstream media are used to control the
minds and actions of the mainstream public. Large news
agencies and the federal government learned its lesson during
the Vietnam War era when pictures a little to true to reality
were brought home into the living rooms of the public. As a
response to the atrocities committed by the United States in
Vietnam, the public within the States became angry and fought
back. This was largely due to the fact they had more access
to real information, less censored and controlled by societal
forces.
A major difference could be seen in comparing the images
shown to the public in the United States during the Vietnam
War and those shown during the Gulf War in the early 1990s.
The American public did not see the murder of countless civil18

to be asked is, are the actions of the ELF successful? If the
group does not stop a given entity fully with one action that
does not mean the action was unsuccessful. The ELF actions
have at least three major goals in mind,
1) To cause as much economic damage as possible to a given
entity that is profiting off the destruction of the natural environment and life for selfish greed and profit,
2) To educate the public on the atrocities committed against
the environment and life,
3) To make it known that any entity profiting off the destruction
of life for profit may be considered the next target.
With these three goals in mind every action taken by the ELF
has successfully met at least one or more of these goals.

Iren't
the ELF targets
covered by insurance?
A common argument against the actions of the ELF has been
that each target has been covered by insurance so the given
entity fails to suffer little if any economic loss. While it is largely true that most if not all of the ELF targets have been insured
it is completely ludicrous to believe that insurance companies
can suffer losses of hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars without greatly raising the rates of insurance. If the given
entity or even industry was targeted repeatedly by the ELF,
insurance companies would either cease to cover these entities or raise the cost too high for a profitable business.
The only problem with ELF actions at this point is there are not
enough occurring.
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"The E.L.F. takes credit for a strike on the offices of Catherine
Ives, Rm. 324 Agricultural Hall at Michigan State University on
Dec. 31, 1999. The offices were doused with gasoline and set
afire. This was done in response to the work being done to
force developing nations in Asia, Latin America and Africa to
switch from natural crop plants to genetically altered sweet
potatoes, corn, bananas, and pineapples. Monsanto and
USAID are major funders of the research and promotional
work being done through Michigan State University. According
to local newspapers, the fire cost $400,000 in damage.
Cremate Monsanto, Long live the E.L.F. On to the next G.E.
target!"
Just under a month later, on January 23, 2000, the ELF set
fire to a new luxury home under construction in the
Bloomington, Indiana area. This home, which was to be valued at between $750,000-$1.5 million upon completion, threatened the Lake Monroe watershed which supplies clean, fresh
drinking water to the Bloomington area. Damage from the fire
was assessed at over $200,000 and it marked the first time
the ELF had targeted what the group chose to call urban
sprawl.
The communiqu6 sent by the ELF claiming responsibility for
this action stated,
"Greetings from Bloomington, IN:
The Earth Liberation Front would like to take credit for a late
night visit to the Sterling Woods development on the evening
of January 23rd. During our visit, we torched one house that
was under construction. It was completely destroyed. The
walls had caved in by the time the fire department arrived.
Damage has been assessed at $200,000. When finished the
house was to be worth $700,000. 'No Sprawl, ELF' was painted on the developers sign. The house was targeted because
the sprawling development it is located in is in the Lake
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Monroe Watershed. This is the drinking water supply for the
town of Bloomington, IN and the surrounding area. It is
already being jeopardized by existing development and roads.
Once again the rich of the world are destroying what little we
have left in terms of natural areas and collective holdings (the
water). Hopefully they will get the message that we will not
take it anymore."
In addition to the actions listed above, the ELF have taken
responsibility for spiking trees in Eugene, Oregon and in
Bloomington, IN. They have burned and caused severe economic damage to a series of homes on Long Island, New York
and torched Superior Lumber Company in Glendale, Oregon.
In addition the ELF have continued on with their work against
genetic engineering targeting the Delta & Pine Land Company
Research Cotton Gin in Visalia, California (a Monsanto subsidiary) and the University of Minnesota at St. Paul. More
recently the ELF continued to broaden its targets with actions
taken against a Nike Outlet store in Albertville, Minnesota,
against an Old Navy Outlet Center on Long Island and more.
The ideology of the ELF reveals that any entity, (whether it be
an individual, corporation, governmental or non-governmental
agency) that continues to destroy the natural environment for
the sake of profit and greed may be considered the next target
of the group.

the ELF ideology and you follow a certain set of widely published guidelines, you can conduct actions and become part of
the ELF.
The ELF guidelines are as follows,
1) To cause as much economic damage as possible to a given
entity that is profiting off the destruction of the natural environment and life for selfish greed and profit,
2) To educate the public on the atrocities committed against
the environment and life,
3) To take all necessary precautions against harming life.
As you can see the guidelines are every similar to the goals of
the ELF with one major exception. The third of three guidelines states that one must take all necessary precautions
against harming life. The ELF considers itself a non-violent
organization as no physical harm has come to a human as a
result of the group's actions. This is by no means a sheer
coincidence but in fact a commitment to the guidelines.
Individuals interested in becoming active in the ELF need to
follow the above guidelines and create their own close knit
anonymous cell made up of trustworthy and sincere people.
Remember the ELF and each cell within it are anonymous not
only to one another but also to the general public. So there is
not a realistic chance of becoming active in an already existing
cell. Take initiative, form your own cell and do what needs to
be done!

fIow does one become
a member of the ELF?

The ELF does not have any sort of physical membership list or
meetings you can attend to become involved. Remember, the
ELF revolves around not a physical base or classically
designed structure, but instead an ideology. If you believe in
14

ELF
actions successful?
N

ire

Perhaps the most important and logical question which needs
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merce.
With every step that the state continues to take in trying to
stop the unstoppable, loving work of the ELF, it once again
proves its priorities are to protect commerce at any cost
regardless of the people and life in general.
The classification by the F.B.I. of the ELF as the most serious
domestic terrorism threat in the U.S., and the increasing number of "ecoterrorism" laws being passed are a definite sign that
the authorities are considering the ELF a viable threat to the
westernized way of life and to the idea of profits and commerce at any price. It is a clear sign that the ELF is successfully threatening that nation state which is destroying life on
this planet.

What is the
future of the ELF?
The future of the ELF depends largely on the growing number
of people globally concerned about the destruction of life.
Once the ideology of the ELF is understood anyone who is
honestly concerned about the destruction of life should feel
compelled to either support and/or become a member of the
organization.
As the amount of exploitation and destruction of life continues
to increase so will the response from concerned global citizens. It is this individual involvement from people all over the
world that justice and protection of life relies upon.

Using real direct
action in the form

of economic
sabotageg the ELF
is targeting what
the greedy entities
care about, their
pocketbooks. By
inflicting as much
economic damage
as possible, the

ELF can allow a
given entity to
decide it is in their
best economic
interests to stop
destro ing life for
the sa le of profit.
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What is the role of the
North American
ELF Press Office?
The North American Earth Liberation Front Press Office
(NAELFPO) is a legal, above ground news service dedicated
to exposing the political and social motives behind the covert
direct actions of the ELF. The NAELFPO receives anonymous
communiques from the ELF and distributes the message to
the media and the public throughout North America.
The NAELFPO provides a public face ideologically in support
of the ELF and similar acts of economic sabotage against
those who profit from the destruction of the natural environment. The NAELFPO is contacted by the media and public
internationally to provide information on the political and social
motives of the ELF actions, and the tactical necessity of covert
direct action. Due to the work of the NAELFPO, individuals
who are looking to learn more about these issues have a
place to turn, and the public who may be ignorant to the
actions and motives of the ELF are exposed to more frequent
and in-depth coverage in the media.

*Legal Disclaimer*
The information provided in this booklet is intended for
educational purposes only; it is not intended to either
encourage or discourage anyone to do anything illegal.
Material within this booklet is not necesarily that of the
Earth Liberation Front or the North American Earth
Liberation Front Press Office.
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Setting Fires With Electrical Timers
An Earth Liberation Front Guide

May 2001

Do not shorten any of the recipes. They have been carefully worded to avoid mistakes and
confusion. If you need to retype recipes, please carefully check your work. Typos and omissions
could cause timers to fail and expose saboteurs to needless risks.

Setting Fires with Electrical Timers, An ELF Guide
May 2001 edition, PDF version
Copyright © 2001 by F.C. (Fireant Collective)
The PDF version is slightly different than the paper version. An introduction has been added to
the PDF version. Step 2 of the Model Rocket Igniter recipe has been expanded. All other
differences between the versions are cosmetic.
Permission to copy is granted to all nonprofit groups working for animal liberation and their
supporters. Permission to copy is also granted to bookstores that specialize in animal rights,
environmental and anarchist literature. You may charge a fair price to cover copying expenses
and labor. If you fit this criteria:

Please copy and distribute this manual.
All other corporations, companies, businesses, institutes, colleges and think tanks are forbidden
from copying this publication in part or whole. All government agencies and employees of the
government are expressly forbidden from copying this publication in part or whole. Violators will
be subject to prosecution or retribution.You've been warned.
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Introduction
Electrical timers are superior to delays that use candles, incense or cigarettes. Electrical timers have
significantly longer delay times. When electrical timers are carefully constructed, they are more reliable. Each one
can be tested repeatedly until you are certain that it will work. Electrical timers are easily protected from wind and
rain, whereas even a mild breeze can be a problem for candles and incense.
This guide has recipes for two electrical timers, the Old-FashionedKitchen Timer and the SCR Digital Timer.
Both recipes have been greatly expanded to give extremely clear and detailed instructions. Our goal has been to
eliminate ambiguity from the directions and to provide as many helpful tips as possible. You don't need prior
experience with electronics. You need only practice some with a soldering iron. As long as you pay attention to
details and do the proper testing, you'll be able to construct highly reliable timers.
The Old-FashionedKitchen Timer is relatively quick and easy to construct. The SCR Digital Timer takes
much longer to build, especially the first few times, but it is worth the effort. At the target, it can be positioned
and activated with unparalleled speed and safety. In addition, the SCR Digital Timer is extremely precise - down
to the minute, and even down to the second, depending on the timepiece. With that level of precision, you can
guarantee that multiple incendiary devices will ignite at the same time. Simultaneous ignition is especially
important in situations where you expect firefighters to arrive quickly. If ignition is not simultaneous, the first fire
may bring firefighters onto the scene before the other fires have a chance to do damage.
There are two other timer recipes that have been passed around. Both have serious drawbacks and should no
longer be used, One recipe uses the hour hand on a wind-up wristwatch to push two wires together. It is terribly
imprecise and most wristwatches are unable to perform the job. The other recipe uses an alarm clock that plugs
into an electrical outlet. (It must be an alarm clock with a battery backup.) This type of alarm clock shuts off its
display when unplugged, creating complications for the saboteur. Another problem is its reliance on a REED
relay, which is not a solid state component and not as resilient as an SCR. The SCR Digital Timer is more
foolproof and easier to use.
We hope you find many good uses for these timers. Enjoy.
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Terminology
ACCELERANT - A substance, usually a liquid, which releases tremendous heat when it bums. Accelerant acts
like a shot of adrenaline: it dramatically increases the pace of destruction. Petroleum products such as gasoline,
diesel and kerosene are very powerful accelerants.
IGNITER - The intermediate component between a timer and the accelerant. The igniter creates a hot flame when
triggered by a spark, a smoldering ember, an electric current or some other heat source coming from the timer.
The igniter must burn long enough and hot enough to set the accelerant on fire.
TIMER - Chemical, mechanical or electronic mechanism that causes a time delay before a fire erupts. Examples
include fuses, candlewicks, cigarettes, incense, modified kitchen timers, and modified alarm clocks.
INCENDIARY DEVICE - A system consisting of an igniter and a timer and a quantity of accelerant.
PREMATURE IGNITION - The potentially dangerous situation when an incendiary bursts into flame before it is
supposed to. (Usually followed by the words, "Oh shit!")

Four Rules of Arson
I)

Most of the heat from a fire rises. Convection currents cause flames and heat to travel upwards. When
choosing locations for accelerant, consider the path of rising heat as the accelerant bums. Get as much of that
rising heat into the "target area" as possible. The target area is that part of the building or vehicle which is
most vulnerable to fire. (For most buildings, the target area is the attic and its rafters, as described in the next
section.)

2) The heat needs to be concentrated in one place. It is counterproductive to disperse the accelerant. Contain
the accelerant by keeping it in a 5-gallon bucket or other container. Hollywood movies often show people
splashing gasoline everywhere before setting a fire. This creates a nice special effect as flames leap up all
over the place. However, the heat is dispersed which makes it less likely that solid wood will absorb enough
heat (energy) to catch fire and stay on fire.
3) The heat needs to besustained over a period of time. As an object is exposed to heat, more and more of
that energy will be absorbed over time. The temperature of that object will eventually reach the point where
combustion (fire) can occur. A momentary flash of intense heat, like a ball of fire, is not as likely to transfer
sufficient heat to the object as would a steady flame. For example, you won't be burned if you move your
hand quickly through a candle flame. This is not true if you hold your hand still in the flame. Even very high
temperatures can be rendered ineffectual if there isn't enough time to transfer sufficient heat. This occurs with
gasoline which bums hot and fast. Diesel is added to gasoline to slow down the burn rate.
4) Guarantee destruction of the target through careful planning and execution. Take no shortcuts. Do
thorough reconnaissance to eliminate surprises. Make contingency plans for anything that could go wrong. Do
extensive testing of timers and igniters. Use multiple incendiary devices with generous amounts of accelerant.
Never be satisfied with possible destruction or probable destruction. The objective of every action should be
assured destruction. The risks are too high for anything else.
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Where to Put Incendiary Devices
To successfully destroy a building, the saboteur must burn through the rafters that support the roof. Any walls
that escape the fire will be of no value if the roof collapses. So don't be concerned about how much damage is
done at the ground level. The goal is always to move the fire up into the rafters. It is essential that the fire destroy
enough of the ceiling joists to make the roof structurally unsound. Proper placement of incendiary devices will
direct the fire across numerous ceiling joists.
Always place incendiary devices against at least two different walls. This is necessary for cutting across
ceiling joists. This also creates a draft that speeds up the fire by giving it more oxygen.
Determine the exact location for each incendiary device before the night of the action. Take advantage of any
feature of the building that will contain the heat of the burning accelerant and move that heat into the structure.
Consider the path of rising flames and rising heat (convection currents). Also consider where heat will be radiated
as a surface burns - will it radiate heat out into the atmosphere (bad) or towards a nearby surface that is also
burnable (good).
I) A porch roof traps rising heat extremely well. The roof above a porchis not as high as the main roof. And the
exposed wood underneath the porch roof will be dry. Place the incendiary device up against the wall of the
building so that the fire will be immediately positioned to enter the main structure. The only disadvantage to
placing an incendiary device on the porch is that it will be more noticeable if a security guard enters the
building or is checking that all the doors are locked.
2) A recessed entranceway, especially if it's recessed several feet, is the perfect situation. The heat is reflected
and absorbed by the building on three sides. Rising heat is channeled directly into the structure, which on
single story buildings is the attic area. The only disadvantage is the increased chance of discovery ifa security
guard comes by.
3) An overhanging roof (known as a "soffit" in the
construction trade) captures the heat as it rises. The more
the roof overhangs, the better. There may be a series of
ventilation holes beneath an overhang, with tiny screens
covering the holes. If you see ventilation holes, you are in
luck and you should definitely place incendiary devices
directly beneath them. Ventilation holes greatly accelerate
the process of getting fire into the rafters. When there is an
overhanging roof, utilize either an "inside corner" or a
window to get even more heat into the structure.
a) An "inside corner" is found on the exterior of a
building where two wings of an L-shaped building
come together. A T-shaped building will have two
inside corners. The incendiary device is placed in the
corner up against the walls. The heat will be reflected
back and forth between the walls and channeled
upwards, enhancing your fire. An inside corner works
Figure YY: Cross section of a roof,
best when there is also an overhanging roof. If there is
showing flames entering through a soffit.
no overhang, a lot of heat will be lost to the
atmosphere.
b) A medium-sized window and an overhanging roof are a good combination. Place the incendiary device
beneath the window. The heat from the flames will break the glass. Some of the heat will go through the
broken window into the room and some of the heat will be absorbed by the overhang. If another
incendiary device is placed at a second window (perhaps on the opposite side of the room), then a nice
draft will give the fire plenty of oxygen. Without an overhanging roof, most of the heat from an
incendiary device placed outside a window will be lost to the night sky.
To summarize: any recessed area, nook, soffit, porch, or ornamental roof can be used to your advantage. All
of these concentrate and/or capture the heat of the accelerant. A plain wall without an overhanging roof is the
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worst situation. In this case look for a shed, a neighboring building, a parked car or a dumpster that is close
enough to reflect heat back towards your fire. Some dumpsters can even be moved around into a good position.
Figure ZZ: Roof Types

GABLE

FLAT

GAMBREL

BUTTERFLY
BUTRL

MANSARD

ARCH

LANTERN

The typical A-frame is known as a gable roof (see the first building depicted in Figure ZZ). Two sides of the
building will have eaves where the roof overhang is close to the ground (a good location for incendiary devices).
The remaining two sides, called the gable ends, have a roof overhang that becomes progressively further away
from the ground towards the center of the wall (a bad location for incendiary devices). You want the fire to hit the
bottom of the rafters, so it can climb up the entire length of the rafters and fully engulf the roof. For three of the
roof types - the gable, the gambrel and the lantern - in Figure ZZ, you can identify the worst location for an
incendiary device by where the artist has drawn the door.
It is important to consider how visible the incendiary devices will be to security guards and passersby. Take
advantage of shadows and shrubbery to hide them. If just one device is discovered prior to ignition, the whole
operation will fail.

Fuel Requirements for Buildings
For a small single story building, the prescription is two incendiary devices each using 5 gallons of accelerant.
If the building is larger than a summer cottage, then use additional incendiary devices with 5 gallons of accelerant
for each device. Always target at least two walls. For guaranteed total incineration, space the devices at 20 or 30foot intervals along these walls. In the case of a long sprawling building, it may be impractical to envelope the
whole building in flames, but careful placement of incendiary devices could destroy enough of the structure to
render it effectively worthless. Or the fire could be focused on the most expensive areas (e.g. computers, lab
equipment).
A two-story building requires more fuel at each ignition point to push your fire the extra ten feet up to the
rafters. Use 8 to 10 gallons for each incendiary device. Also adjust the gasoline-diesel ratio to include more
gasoline and less diesel which will project the flames higher.
A three-story building is too high to project flames all the way up a plain wall into the roof. Instead, you must
utilize a recessed door, a low roof above a porch, or a crawlspace to get the fire into the building.
It is usually unnecessary and a waste of precious time to gather up flammable materials at the scene (e.g.
fenceposts, branches, wooden furniture). It is much more valuable to bring more fuel if you are concerned about
the success of your fire. Gasoline and diesel are perfectly suited to delivering large quantities of heat, not too fast
and not too slow.
If carrying a lot of fuel is unfeasible, the amount of accelerant per device can be reduced from 5 gallons to 3
gallons. But don't use less than 3 gallons per device. And don't use less than 9 or 10 gallons total for any
building. In other words, the absolute minimum is 3 gallons of accelerant at three different locations or 5 gallons
of accelerant at two locations. Remember the rule: always strive for guaranteeddestruction.
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Putting an Incendiary Device Together
Each incendiary device is composed of three parts: the timer, the igniter, and the accelerant. For safety, the
three parts are kept separate from one another while being transported. At the specified time, electrical timers
send an electric current to the igniter. The purpose of the igniter is to convert the electric current (or smoldering
ember) into a flame and to feed that flame so that it is capable of catching the accelerant on fire.
Without accelerant, timers and igniters could offer nothing more than a brief flame and a puff of smoke.
Accelerant is what turns a tiny fire into an inferno. According to tradition, accelerant should be 50% gasoline and
50% diesel. There is no need to measure out the ratio precisely, just mix roughly half gasoline and half diesel. If
you have trouble getting diesel, it's o.k. for the accelerant to be entirely gasoline. It is not o.k. to use less than half
gasoline for any reason, because gasoline is necessary for ignition. Diesel is reluctant to catch fire. Even a burning
candle can be extinguished by pouring diesel on top of it. Gasoline ignites readily, then heats up the diesel and
gets it burning.
Use a plastic 5-gallon bucket to hold the accelerant. A 5-gallon bucket has a convenient handle and a tightfitting lid. It is cheaper and looks less suspicious than a red gas can. The flat top of the 5-gallon bucket is an ideal
shape for positioning the igniter to melt through the lid (as described in option 2 below). The wide diameter of the
lid is ideal for leaving the lid off and immediately exposing the accelerant to a good amount of oxygen (as
described in option I below). Buckets are discarded regularly by restaurants, but you'll have to check that the lids
fit properly. New buckets with matching lids can be purchased at hardware stores. Get buckets with handles.
Some buckets are 3 or 4 gallons but are similar to 5-gallon buckets in all other respects.
You will need to use an approved gas can to get the fuel at a gas station. Filling other types of containers at a
gas station is forbidden by law and will draw unwanted attention. To minimize leakage, leave about 3 inches of
air space whenever you fill gas cans or 5-gallon buckets. (Gas cans usually have a recommended fill line marked
on them.)

The Bucket - Igniter Connection
Three options are given below for how to position the igniter next to the container(s) of accelerant. It is
important to use the same option for all the incendiary devices at a particular target. By using the same option,
you greatly increase the likelihood that the incendiary devices will reach their full force at the same time.

o tion I: Position the igniter above a 5-gallon bucket with its lid removed, giving the igniter direct
contact with gasoline vapors.
Advantages: A very large flame is instantly produced, which is very important if firefighters are going to
arrive quickly. Only one container of accelerant is required for each incendiary device.
Disadvantages: Extra time at the target is needed to remove the lid. Safeguards must be taken to avoid
premature ignition. Gloves may get slightly contaminated with accelerant.
At the target, set the 5-gallon bucket at the desired location, then remove its lid. Some lids pop off simply by
lifting on tabs. Other lids can be removed only by making cuts in the side of the lid at regular intervals. The cuts
are made in the narrow grooves where the plastic is thin. If you are uncertain about what needs to be done, find a
used lid behind a restaurant and examine how it was cut off. The knife needs to be very sharp, so use a razor blade
knife with a new razor. Afterwards, dispose of the razor blade and wash the knife.
The igniter must be suspended above the bucket. Here are two methods that are easy, cheap, lightweight and
take up relatively little room for easier transport. The first method is to tape the igniter to two sticks that are
slightly longer than the diameter of the bucket. The sticks must be fingerprint-free. Beware: older, drier sticks are
brittle and susceptible to breaking. Position the sticks parallel to each other and tape the igniter between them.
Another method of positioning the igniter above an open bucket is to use a second lid with a large, pre-cut
hole. Make the hole as large as possible while still retaining rigidity and enough space to lay the timer and igniter
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on it. After setting the bucket at the desired location at the target, remove the intact lid and lay the modified lid in
its place. If desired, the timer and/or igniter can be pre-taped to the lid.
Do not place the incendiary device in a closet or other confined space. Gasoline is constantly giving off
vapors. Over time the concentration of vapors in a small, enclosed space may become too great for the incendiary
device to work. In technical terms, the ratio of gasoline vapors to air must not exceed "the upper flammable limit"
for gasoline (7.6%), otherwise the gasoline will not burn even with a flame right there.
It would be a mistake to think that the flare is an unnecessary part of the igniter when using this option. The
sustained heat from the flare (as opposed to the brief flame from the matchbooks) is important in certain situations
involving stagnant air.
DANGER: Premature ignition is a serious concern. Do not remove the lid of a 5-gallon bucket in the vicinity
of heating or air conditioning units or anything else that could make even a small spark. There are many things
indoors that make sparks (e.g. computers, refrigerators, ringing phones, fax machines, etc.). You also have to
watch out for pilot lights on gas appliances. Unless your group is very experienced at setting fires, we urge you to
keep accelerant in closed containers and use one of the other options when working inside a building.

o

tion2: Position the igniter to burn through the lid of a 5-gallon bucket.
Advantages: It is extremely fast to set up. Only one container of accelerant is required for each incendiary
device.
Disadvantages: The flame starts off small and grows slowly.

Set the 5-gallon bucket at the desired location. Leave the lid on. Lay the timer and the igniter on top of the lid.
The flare must point down slightly, allowing the flame that shoots out the top to contact the plastic. To get the
flare pointing down, set the non-burning end of the flare on the raised edge of the lid. If the non-burning end
needs to be raised even more, set a block of wood under it. Instead of a block of wood, you could tape a bunch of
matchbooks together, setting one on top of another until the necessary height is achieved. Then tape the bundle of
matchbooks to the non-burning end of the flare. Matchbooks are cheap and can be acquired in large packs without
fingerprints.
When the flare ignites, it will burn a hole in the lid and ignite the gasoline vapors. The hole in the lid will
gradually increase in size.

o

tion 3: Tape the igniter to a milkjug with the flare positioned to melt through the milkjug.
Advantages: It is the most reliable option because the matches will melt through the milkjug even if the flare
doesn't light.
Disadvantages: Two containers of accelerant are needed. The flame starts small and it takes longer than the
other two options for the flame to reach full size.

A one-gallon milkjug or a one-gallon jug of spring water is filled with 100% gasoline. Do not add diesel to
the milkjug because diesel has the potential to smother flames without catching fire. To prevent leakage, fill the
milkjug only ¾ full, leaving the top quarter as air space for vapors to collect. The lid must screw on instead of
popping on. Using a container with a pop-on lid will lead to an awful mess in the transport vehicle. Tape the
igniter to the milkJug. The burning end of the milkjug should be inside the handle. More precisely, the match
heads should be underneath (and very close to) where the handle connects with the jug.
At the target, set the milkjug next to a 5-gallon bucket filled with 50% gasoline and 50% diesel.

WARNING: Do not suffocate the incendiary device by leaving it in a closed daypack, duffel
bag, cardboard box or other container. The matches and the road flare don't need access to
oxygen, but the accelerant does.
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Creating a Clean Room
The following precautions may seem extreme, but the technology of DNA matching has pushed us into a
whole new era and the full impact has yet to be felt. During the 1990s, crime labs needed a sample that had
hundreds of cells to be able to get a DNA print. Researchers have announced success with new techniques that
require only a single cell as the sample. This technology will soon be in the crime labs if it's not already. With
this advance, investigators can use a microscopic skin flake instead of needing a whole drop of blood or saliva.
And humans are constantly shedding skin flakes.
To set up a clean room, choose a location where your hair and skin flakes are not already floating around. The
location should also be free of hairs from a dog, a cat or another animal companion that the government would
consider to be "your pet." Use a friend's basement or garage (someone who is not politically active). Or rent a
motel room. Another option is to set up a tent in the woods. Use a brand new tent and keep someone outside the
tent as a lookout. Since there are no electrical outlets in the woods, you'll need to run the soldering iron off a DC
to AC inverter that plugs into your vehicle's cigarette lighter. Or get a butane-powered soldering iron at Radio
Shack: After constructing the timers & igniters, you can return the tent (in a distant city).
Before entering the clean room, cover as much skin as possible. Get long pants and a long-sleeved shirt at a
second-hand store. Don't wear these clothes until you are ready to enter the clean room. Dispose of them after you
have finished constructing the timers & igniters. A disposable painter's suit is another option ($6 US at Home
Depot). Get a hat that completely covers your hair or wear a shower cap. Hairnets do not work. Wearing a
surgeon's mask is a good idea and is especially important for men with beards or mustaches. A ski mask is an
alternative, but you will get hot. Don't use polypropylene ski masks because they tend to be so thin that hairs
poke right through them.
Keep gloves on whenever you are in the same room as the timers and igniters. Even experienced activists
have been known to absentmindedly touch a component without gloves when watching someone else work or
when returning from a rest break. Both cloth and latex gloves will develop holes over time, especially when sharp
edges or tape are involved. These holes may not be noticed immediately! Use two layers of latex gloves for better
protection. Or wear a single layer of latex gloves over top of tightly fitting cloth gloves. Remember not to scratch
your head or rub your face when wearing gloves.
Keep components in their packaging until needed. When bringing a lamp or anything else from your house to
the clean room, first dust it off. Dust is composed of skin flakes and fibers from carpets and clothing. Don't
absentmindedly tear electrical tape with your teeth - use scissors to cut it. Strip wire carefully to keep small
pieces of insulation from flying across the room and getting lost. Store completed timers and igniters in Ziploc
bags or new Tupperware containers.

Kitchen Talk: Although the instructions may seem lengthy, nothing on the following
pages is beyond the talent of any activist. Just follow the step by step directions. We
guarantee that you'll find these dishes delightful to cook up and lots of fun to serve to
animal abusers throughout your neighborhood.
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Tips for Constructing

Figure A: Connecting Two Wires Together

Electrical Timers
Special care must be given to each electrical connection.
Be sure each one conducts electricity well and will not break
apart during transport. Soldering wires together makes a
much better connection than merely twisting them together.
To join two wires: strip insulation off the end of each wire,
twist them together and add a coating of solder. Wrap
electrical tape around the exposed wire and continue
wrapping down onto the insulated part of the wire for about
an inch (see Figures A and B). Make the tape tight against
the wire by pinching it and stretching it as you wrap. The
electrical tape prevents short circuits and protects the wires
from being pulled apart. (Helpful Tip: To get a tight fit
when wrapping tape around the thin wire in these recipes, we
recommend first cutting each piece of tape down the middle
to reduce its width by half.)
Here's some advice on wire, batteries, battery snaps,
voltmeters, epoxy and shrink tubing:

Step two: Hold the wires side by side and twist the
exposed ends around each other.

" Wire: The gauge of a wire is the measure of its diameter.
Contrary to common sense, a lower number means it is a
thicker wire. For example, 18-gauge wire is thicker than
20-gauge wire. Don't worry about using different gauge
wire on the same circuit. Thick wire is sold in many
places, thinner wire is harder to find. 18 and 20 gauge
wire can sometimes be found on the shelves of hardware
stores and auto part stores. For thinner wire, go to Radio
Shack. Beneath the colorful plastic insulation, wire is
either "solid-core" (a single wire) or "stranded" (multiple
smaller wires). Stranded wire is easier to work with
because it is more flexible and creates better soldered
connections. The solder seeps in between the strands of
wire. We strongly recommend using stranded wire.
*

*
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Batteries: Use batteries that say "alkaline." Do not use
the misnamed "heavy duty" or "classic" batteries. Do not
use lithium cells. Do not use rechargeable nicad (nickelcadmium) batteries. Only alkaline batteries release
sufficient amperage (current flow) to power a testingbulb or an igniter. Weak batteries can cause false test
results. Testing with a light bulb or a Light Bulb Igniter
will drain batteries quickly. During testing, keep lots of
new batteries on hand and discard batteries that have less
than 8.8 volts. And, of course, use only brand new
batteries at the target.
9-Volt Battery Snaps: Clocks, toys, small radios and
anything else that uses a 9-volt battery will have a
battery-snap (sometimes called a battery cap or a battery
connector). It snaps onto the two terminals on the top of
the battery. Battery-snaps can be purchased at a hobby
shop or an electronic parts store such as Radio Shack. On

Step four: Cut tape in half the long way to make
wrapping easier.

Step five: Wrap tape to completely cover the
exposed ends. Continue wrapping tape down onto the
insulated wire for an inch or so.

most brands, the factory has stripped off a little bit of
insulation at the ends of the two wires, but usually not
enough for our purposes. You will have to strip off more
insulation, which is slightly difficult since the wires are
very thin. Beware: some battery-snaps are poorly
constructed and are fragile. The wires tend to break close
to where the factory soldered them to the snap.

Figure B: Wrong way to solder two wires together

*

Voltmeters: Most voltmeters measure resistance as well as voltage. For this reason, they are more accurately
called multi-meters, but the recipes will refer to them as voltmeters for ease of recognition. Purchase a digital
multi-meter, not an analog one. It will be used primarily to measure resistance and perform continuity checks.
Continuity simply means that electricity can pass from one point to another. The multi-meter beeps (or does
some such thing) to indicate the circuit is unbroken and resistance is below an arbitrary limit. This allows you
to test soldered connections, light bulb filaments and other things to see if they will conduct electricity.

*

Epoxy: Epoxy is used to glue things together. Get the type that works on plastic, metal, wood and glass
surfaces. Some epoxies have two components in separate tubes that must be mixed together before using. It's
important to read the instructions on the package.

*

Shrink Tubing: Once you feel confident about assembling a particular timer, you may wish to try heat
shrinkable tubing instead of electrical tape for insulating soldered connections. Shrink tubing is placed around
an exposed piece of wire and shrinks when heat is applied to form a tight, protective covering. Using a candle
or lighter, heat the tubing on all sides for even shrinkage until it fits snugly around the wire. It's not sticky
like tape, so it won't pick up DNA evidence like tape does. Electrical tape is like a magnet for hair and skin
flakes. Shrink tubing comes in different sizes, measured by its diameter in inches. Select shrink tubing whose
original diameter is not greater than twice the desired shrunken diameter. It's sold at Radio Shack and at
hardware stores. Don't buy the "Calterm" brand; it's very common but doesn't work well. The "Pico" brand
shrinks down much better.

All this stuff is really simple once you learn the terms and gain a basic understanding of how electricity
works. A good book for beginners is Getting Started with Electronics,available at Radio Shack for about $5 US.
Look in the local library for other books (but don't check them out under your name).
Most electronics stores have video cameras and a computer inventory system. To prevent investigators from
finding video footage of you purchasing incriminating items: buy components well in advance of any action; buy
components far from where you live and far from the target; and don't buy lots of components in the same place.
It is standard practice for employees at Radio Shack to ask for your name and address when ringing up a
purchase. This is how Radio Shack expands its mailing list. Be prepared to give a fake name and address. (Don't
worry: they won't ask for identification.)

Extensive Testing = Success

II

Bullet Connectors versus Alligator Clips
Two options are presented below for connecting the firing wires of the timer to the igniter. This may seem
like a trivial matter until you find yourself fumbling around in the dark with small wires and thick gloves and a
pounding heart. It is imperative that a good connection be made quickly with no chance of error. We strongly
recommend bullet connectors because they are the easiest to use in low light situations. Information on alligator
clips is included in case you don't like bullet connectors or can't find good quality ones. (SIDENOTE: Alligator
clips are perfect for one special application: the ends of the wires on a testing-bulb.) Other types of connectors are
available but they don't offer any advantages.
WARNING: Merely twisting the wires together with your fingers is not reliable and should
not be done.

I

Bullet connectors are called "snap on" connectors at Radio Shack. Bullet connectors are also sold at auto
parts stores, although you may not find the right size. Look on the package for what gauge of wire they are
designed to handle. Each timer needs two male connectors and each igniter needs two female connectors.
A bullet connector is designed to be
crimped to a wire, but you will get a better
Figure C: Bullet Connectors
electrical connection and a stronger physical
connection if you solder them together instead.
We urge you to solder whenever possible. On

some types of bullet connectors, the sheath
cannot be separated from the metal, so
crimping is the only option. These types

usually have a translucent sheath.
[To solder: ]Detach the plastic sheath that covers the bullet connector. Insert a small jeweler's screwdriver
to push the sheath off the metal part. Slide the sheath onto the wire (slide it far enough down the wire to be
out of the way). Insert the wire into the bullet connector and solder it in place. Return the sheath to its original
position. Wra electrical tape around the sheath and down onto the wire for an inch or two.
ITo crimp: You need to make two crimps per bullet connector. The first crimp, in the middle of the bullet
connector, crushes the metal against the exposed portion of wire and creates the electrical connection. The
second crimp, on the outer end of the bullet connector, crushes the metal against the insulated portion of wire
and makes the connection stronger. When stripping the end of the wire, you must carefully judge how much
insulation to remove in order to make a crimp on both exposed and insulated portions of wire. Don't use
pliers to make crimps. Strong crimps can only be made using an actual crimper. Most wirestrippers have a
crimper built in - the position varies from model to model - ask someone to show you where it is if you don't
know. Some wirestrippers have toothed jaws for use as pliers- don't mistake them for crimpers. If the crimp
doesn't hold when you tug on the wire, check that the bullet connector is the right size for that gauge of wire.
Always wrap electrical tape around the bullet connector and down the wire for an inch or two.
IAdditional notes: To separate a male/female pair of connectors that have been snapped together, grasp
only the bullet connectors, not the wires, to safely pull them apart. Pulling on the wire puts unnecessary stress
on the crimp and may cause it to fail. If bullet connectors receive a lot of use during testing, the female
connector may get loose as the barrel spreads out slightly (especially if you removed the plastic sheath and
couldn't replace it for whatever reason). If this happens, use pliers to squeeze the barrel back together.
Alligator clips lookjust like the jaws of an
alligator with a long row of interlocking
teeth. Get the small size. Some brands have a
hood of insulating plastic that covers a large
portion of the alligator clip. This is a very
beneficial feature because it reduces the
chance of a short circuit.
To attach an alligator clip to a wire,
remove the hood (if there is one) and slide the
12

Figure D: An Alligator Clip
Tb
0

hood down the wire so it's out of the way.
Alligator Clip with Insulated Hood
Strip the end of the wire and place it in the
"channel" (for lack of a better word) at the
rear of the alligator clip. Some alligator
clips have two tabs to clamp the wire in
place (see Figure D). If there are tabs, use
pliers (or the pliers-like jaws on some
wirestrippers) to fold them down, making
sure the wire is held firmly by the tabs.
Regardless of whether there are tabs or not,
the next step is to add an ample amount of
solder to bond the wire to the alligator clip. Return the hood to its original position. If there is no hood, wrap
the soldered area in electrical tape and continue to wrap the tape down the wire for an inch or two.
WARNING: Position the alligator clips carefully, keeping them separated from one
another. A short circuit will occur if the bare metal of one clip touches the bare metal of
another clip. A short circuit will also occur if one of the clips is touching both igniter wires.
The final step in setting up the incendiary device - after you are done fiddling with
everything - should be to double-check that the alligator clips will not cause a short circuit.

How to Solder
Soldering is extremely easy. But like anything else, it does take some practice to get good at it.
1. The tip of the soldering iron needs to be covered with a light coat of solder. This process is called "tinning" or
"re-tinning." Whenever the tip becomes discolored, wipe it clean on a wet sponge, then re-tin it. To keep the
sponge from drying out, place the sponge in a bowl with a little bit of water. (Some soldering irons come pretinned and won't need immediate tinning.)
2. If there's excess solder on the tip,
give the soldering iron a shake to fling
the excess solder onto newspaper or
some other safe spot.

Figure E: Correct and incorrect way to hold the soldering iron against the
parts to be soldered.

3. Heat the parts being soldered
before applying the solder. Hold the
tapered surface of the tip firmly
against the parts (see Figure E). When
WRONG
both parts are hot, apply a little solder
to the parts, not the iron. The melted
solder should coat all the surfaces, but
don't use more solder than necessary. If the parts have not been well heated, the soldered weld creates a poor
electrical connection.
4. Remove the tip from the parts and allow the molten solder to cool undisturbed for approximately 10 seconds.
5. If the iron doesn't seem to melt solder or heat well enough, drag its tip against a piece of sandpaper, then drag
it against a sponge, and then re-tin the tip.
6. To unsolder a weld, heat the weld with the soldering iron until the solder becomes molten, then pull the parts
away from one another. Always apply new solder when re-soldering.
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Equipment for Soldering
Very little equipment is needed for soldering and all of it is inexpensive. In fact, soldering irons are so
cheap that you can use a soldering iron for a single action then dispose of it without even flinching.
" Soldering Iron: Get a soldering iron designed for electronic wiring. A 30-watt iron works well. Soldering
irons aresold at hardware stores, auto part stores and Radio Shack.
" Solder: Use rosin core solder. Do not use acid core solder - it is not meant for electrical connections. Use
"fine" solder with a diameter of .03 inches or thereabouts. Although slightly thicker solder (such as .06 inch
diameter) will work, .03 inch diameter solder is much easier to melt and apply.
" Heat Sink: A heat sink can be helpful, especially when learning. A heat sink is a spring-activated clip that
grabs onto a wire or onto a prong of a component. It absorbs the heat that would otherwise travel down the
wire and burn your fingers or damage the electronic component. When using the heat sink on wire, place it
on the stripped portion of wire, not on the insulation.
*

Soldering Stand: A soldering stand has alligator clips for holding components as you solder them. If you
don't have one, you'll probably need an assistant to hold components for you. A human assistant will
eventually get tired and maybe even grumpy. It is better to invest in a soldering stand. The simple ones cost
only $5 to $15 and can be found at Radio Shack.

You'll be spending a lot of time at the work area, so make it a comfortable place to work. An extension cord for
the soldering iron allows more flexibility in setting up the work area. A bright lamp makes it much easier to
work with small parts.

Read the Instructions Carefully
The recipes in this manual were gathered from a variety of publications. They have all been tested many
times. The recipes have been expanded to fill in missing steps, to add clarity and to warn about potential mistakes.
This makes the instructions a lot longer but much easier to follow.
Several experiments were conducted in which people who had never built a timer were asked to construct one
using the recipes in this manual. These volunteers often read all the way through the instructions, then set them
down, and built the timer or igniter without referring back to the instructions. The volunteers made many mistakes
that could have been avoided if they had followed the instructions step by step.
These recipes have been carefully crafted. You should read them with an equal amount of care. Every
sentence is there for a reason. After you finish all the steps in the "Construction" section, be sure to read the other
sections. The Testing, Tips and Placement sections contain critical information.
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Old-Fashioned Kitchen Timer

last revised: May 2001

Length of delay: up to 45 or 50 minutes
Amount of preparation: intermediate
Advantages: fun to build, very versatile
Disadvantages: electrical tape easily picks up DNA evidence during construction, ticking sound could alert
somebody who is passing by, cold temperatures affect battery

This timer is sometimes referred to as "The Betty Crocker Surprise." It uses a "one hour" kitchen timer for a
45 to 50 minute delay. This kitchen timer is the old-fashioned mechanical type, which is set by rotating a dial and
which ticks as it counts down. Kitchen timers can be found in most grocery stores and discount stores such as KMart, Wal-Mart, etc. During testing, the only kitchen timer that failed to work was a model made by Good Cook,
which has a shape like a square box.

Materials:

Tools:

Li
L3
o
oi
Li
L3
Li
oi
Li

Li
"

one-hour mechanical kitchen timer
new 9-volt alkaline battery (plus extra batteries for testing)*
9-volt battery connector (also called a battery-snap)*
20-guage, stranded, insulated wire (16 & 18 gauge can be made to work)*
large wooden kitchen match (see below)
bullet connectors (get the correct gauge for the wire being used)*
fine rosin-core solder*
electrical tape
epoxy* or superglue

* An
**

soldering iron*
extension cord
" soldering stand* (optional)
" wire strippers
"

scissors

L testing-bulb**
Eo gloves

asterisk indicates that the item is morefully described in the pages that precede the recipes.

If you haven't made a testing-bulb yet, you will need a 12-volt, single-filament,automobile light bulb.

A large wooden kitchen match will be needed. The large kitchen matches are just over 2 inches (5 cm) long,
which is V2 inch longer than both "waterproof' matches and regular-size wooden matches. (In this case, size does
matter.) A toothpick could be used in a pinch. Toothpicks are long enough but not very thick, meaning less
surface area for the glue to adhere to. A bamboo skewer could also be used. If you're in the mood for Popsicles, a
Popsicle stick could be cut down to size. Just don't get fingerprints or saliva on it.

Construction:
First, let's clarify terms. Each kitchen timer has a rotating pointer (a dial), which moves as the timer counts
down. The rest of the kitchen timer is called the body and is non-moving.
Step 1: Glue the matchstick to the
rotating pointer on the kitchen timer.
This extends the circumference or
"sweep" of the rotation. When the
rotating pointer is pointing to the 10minute mark, the matchstick must
project out beyond the body of the
kitchen timer. The glue needs a
chance to dry, so resist that urge to
play with the matchstick.

Helpful Tip: If the rotating pointer is a funny shape that prevents a
solid bond when gluing the matchstick, try this: Drill a hole at the
pointing end of the rotating pointer. If no drill is available, melt a hole
with a nail that has been heated above a flame. The awl on a Swiss
Army knife can be used to make the hole, but be wary of evidence left
behind on the knife. Stick the matchstick deep into the hole and add a
few drops of glue. A section of a bamboo skewer works even better than
a matchstick because the roundness of the skewer makes for a better fit
in the hole.

Step 2: From the spool of wire, cut off a 16 inch (40 cm) piece. Strip off a large amount (1'Ainches or 3 cm) of
insulation from one end. Tape this end to the body of the kitchen timer at the 9-minute mark. Use three strips of
tape and a sharp bend to secure the wire as shown in Figures F and G. Press down with a wooden matchstick to
mold the tape tightly against the wire. The other end of this 16-inch wire will go to the igniter and is known as a
"firing wire."
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WARNING: Be sure to place the wires on the correct side of the kitchen timer. If the numbers
are painted on the rotating dial instead of on the body of the timer, then things can get confusing.
In this situation, move the rotating dial to have it point to zero (there should be no ticking). Now
the number 51 on the rotating dial will indicate the location of the 9-minute mark on the body of
the timer, where one wire should be taped in place. The number 50 will indicate the location of
the 10-minute mark, where the second wire should be taped in place.
Step 3: Strip ½ inch of insulation from the ends of both wires on the 9-volt battery-snap.
Step 4: From the spool of wire, cut off a 12-inch (30 cm) piece.
it to either of the two battery-snap wires. The other end of
this 12-inch wire will go to the igniter and is known as a
"firing wire."

Strip V2 inch of insulation off one end and solder
Figure F: Close-up of one wire taped to kitchen
timer. Notice how it makes a 90 degree bend to
allow the tape to grip the wire more securely.

Step 5: From the spool of wire, cut off a 6-inch (15 cm)
piece. Strip '2 inch of insulation off one end and solder it to
the other battery-snap wire. Strip I 'A inches of insulation off
the other end of the 6-inch wire and tape it to the body of the
kitchen timer at the 10-minute mark. Secure it firmly with
three strips of tape and a sharp bend as shown in Figures F
and G.
Step 6: Attach male bullet connectors to the loose ends of
firing wires #1 and #2.

How It Works:
As the kitchen timer winds down, the matchstick on the
rotating pointer will push the two wires together, thus
completing the circuit. The 9-volt battery is then able to send
electricity to the igniter. One of the wires should have a bend
or kink in it to ensure that the wires will touch each other and
make a good connection. The two wires are placed near the 9
and 10 minute marks because some kitchen timers are
pathetically weak as they reach zero and don't always have
enough force in their spring mechanism to push the wires
together. Positioning the wires away from zero (i.e. the 9 and
10 minute marks) reduces escape time but significantly
improves reliability.

The sharp bend and the multiple pieces of tape keep
from moving when the
the wire
end isofshifted
the
rest stripped
of the wire
or bumped. One strip of
strip of
tape oe vericallyfand o
horizontally.

The Finer Points of Construction:
The success of this timer hinges on the matchstick being able to push the first wire into the second wire. Build
a sample timer and observe closely how this happens. By paying attention to fine details of construction, you can
make the first wire less rigid and better able to move freely:
*

The tape should be kept further back on the timer body (at least
body).

"

The wire is stiffer wherever it has insulation on it. Strip enough insulation off the end of the wire so that the
insulation stops where the tape stops. In other words, the wire should be bare starting at the point where it
exits from under the tape.

*

The wire becomes stiffer as it becomes more twisted. Keep just a slight twist in the wire to hold the strands
together.

*

The diameter of the wire must not be too thick.

'A

inch away from the edge of the timer

Here's another detail that will help the matchstick push the wire: When gluing the matchstick to the rotating
pointer, tilt the matchstick at a slight angle so that its tip is elevated above the body of the kitchen timer. The goal
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is to increase the distance between spot A and spot B, which gives the matchstick more leverage. Spot A is where
the matchstick meets the wires. Spot B is where the tape (and the insulation on the wire) stops.

Testing:
Like other junk from discount stores, kitchen timers perform erratically, so testing is essential. Also check the
directions for any peculiarities such as needing to turn the rotating pointer to the 60-minute mark before turning it
to the desired time. During testing, do not touch the timer or otherwise jar it when the matchstick gets close to the
wires. Any movement may restart a timer that has stopped, thus giving false test results.
Use a "testing-bulb" so you won't have to burn up an excessive number of igniters during testing. A testingbulb can be re-used over and over. To make one, perform steps I through 4 of the Light Bulb Igniter recipe.
Ignore the other steps and keep the glass intact. Final testing should be done with actual igniters.

Tips:
*

20 gauge wire works best, but 16 or 18 gauge stranded wire can be used if that is what you have. The
matchstick on the rotating pointer will probably have trouble pushing these thicker wires together. To fix this
problem, untwist the strands of the stripped portion of wire, separate some of the strands and cut them off
with wirestrippers. Twist the remaining strands together and test.

Placement:
Temperatures below 55°F (13C) may affect the battery, causing the timer to fail. See Section Electrical
Timers in Cold Temperatures.
The kitchen timers must be transported without the battery connected. Once everything is in position, turn the
rotating pointer to the desired number of minutes. WARNING: TO AVOID IMMEDIATE IGNITION,
DON'T CONNECT THE BATTERY YET OR ALLOW IT TO ACCIDENTALLY TOUCH THE
BATTERY SNAP. When you turned the rotating pointer to set it, the rotating pointer moved the wires at the 9
and 10 minute marks, possibly causing the wires to touch each other prematurely. Reposition these two wires so
that they are not touching but are definitely lined up with each other. Now it is safe to connect the battery.
If there are numerous incendiary devices, this process of repositioning the wires and connecting the batteries
could take several minutes. Meanwhile the first timers that were set are ticking away. In order to maximize the
time for your escape, simply go back to the first timers and reset them to their upper limit.
Beware that some timers get hung up if turned all the way to 55 or 60 minutes. ALWAYS LISTEN FOR
TICKING AFTER SETTING - reset to a fewer number of minutes if there is no ticking.
WARNING: The kitchen timer must rest on its back (with the numbers facing up towards
the sky). This position allows the matchstick to move around in a circle unobstructed. If the
kitchen timer is mistakenly left standing up, the matchstick may hit the ground, which
would stop the countdown and cause the timer to fail.
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Sequence of Steps for Arming
the Old-Fashioned Kitchen Timer
I. Set the containers of accelerant and the igniter in the desired
position.
2. Lay the timer on its back.
3. Turn the rotating pointer to the desired number of minutes.
4. Listen for ticking.
5. Reposition wires on face of kitchen timer. (They got bumped when
the rotating pointer was moved.)
6. Plug in the 9-volt battery.
7. Look everything over to check for mistakes.
8. Connect timer wires to igniter wires.
9. Slip quietly away into the dark of the night.

Figure G: Notice that the two wires curve away in opposite directions to allow
the tape to grip them more firmly. Also notice that one of the ends has been
kinked to guarantee that the two wires will contact each other.
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The SCR Digital Timer

last revised: Jan. 2001

Length of delay: up to 24 hours (up to 1 year on some timepieces)
Amount of preparation: extensive
Advantages: quick to deploy at the target, very reliable, extremely accurate timekeeping, very long delay is
possible
Disadvantages: electrical tape easily picks up DNA evidence during construction, components must be
acquired very carefully, cold temperatures affect the battery

The SCR digital timer is the most reliable and accurate of all the homemade delays and timers. It is also
small, lightweight, and quick to deploy. This timer features an LED warning light that indicates when electricity
is being sent to the igniter. Don't be intimidatedby these instructions.Even ifyou don't know a cathodefrom a
death star,you can do it. Justgo one step at a time.

Tools:

Figure H: SCR and its prongs (Radio Shack model)

Lo soldering iron* and extension cord

"
"
Li

heat sink*
soldering stand*
jeweler's screwdriver

L3
oi
u
o

wire strippers (get good ones if you can afford it)
digital voltmeter*
drill or nail heated above candle (see Steps 12 & 19)
pliers (optional - see Step 19)

Li

scissors

"
o

testing-bulb**
gloves

Gate

And

Cathode
Gently bend the prongs, as shown in this diagram,
to make soldering easier.

Materials:
u SCR- silicone controlled

rectifier (see Note #1)
9-volt or 12-volt LED - light emitting diode (see Note #2)
new 9-volt alkaline battery (plus extra batteries for testing)
battery connector (i.e. battery-snap) for a 9-volt battery*
18, 20 or 22 gauge insulated & stranded wire (20 is best)*
fine, rosin-core solder (.03 inch diameter is best)*
electrical tape
epoxy * or superglue
switch (see "Optional On/Off Switch")
bullet connectors (get the correct gauge)*
Tupperware (for protecting timer during transport)
* An asterisk indicates that the item is more fully described in the pages thatprecede the recipes.

L3
L3
La
Li
u
Li
o
Li
Li
Lo

** If

you haven't made a testing-bulb yet, you will need a 12-volt, single-filament, automobile light bulb.

Note #1: Radio Shack has a 200-volt. SCR (part #276-1067) and a 400-volt SCR (part #276-1020) on its shelves.
Either one will work fine. The voltage refers to the component's upper limit, which is far in excess of the 9 volts
that the battery will be putting out. The SCR is small. It has a square body that is 3/8 inch wide by 5/8 inch high
(1 cm by 1.5 cm). Three prongs protrude from the body.
Note #2: Radio Shack stocks several types of LEDs. Hobby shops also stock LEDs since they are popular with
model train enthusiasts. Get a 9-volt or 12-volt LED with a built-in resistor. The amperage doesn't matter. The
LED may have two prongs or two insulated wires. Be careful not to purchase miniature lamps, which look similar
to the larger LEDs. The part numbers at Radio Shack change over time, but at publication the following Radio
Shack LEDs work: 276-084A, 276-085A, 276-209, 900-1456
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Choose a Timepiece:
Almost any battery-operated timepiece with a digital display can be transformed into the SCR digital timer.
Digital travel alarms, kitchen timers, pillbox timers, electronic organizers and even wristwatches have been
successfully tested with this recipe. It is easiest to work with travel alarms and kitchen timers. There are many
brands of travel alarms and kitchen timers on the market, and several models within each brand. Most models
work with this circuit, but a few do not. Don't buy more than one of any single model until you are sure that
model definitely works. For security purposes, it's best to choose brands that are widely available.
" A digital travel alarm clock provides up to a 24 hour delay. They are sold in discount stores and drug stores.
We tested two different models of travel alarms and both worked with this recipe. Do not get the type that
plugs into an electrical outlet.
" A digital kitchen countdown timer is the modern equivalent of the mechanical kitchen timer that was used
in the previous recipe. They can be found in discount stores, drug stores and large grocery stores. Check the
package to see how long they will count down. It ranges from 60 minutes to 24 hours. Six models worked out
of the seven ones that we tested.
" A pillbox timer has a compartment for medication plus an alarm to remind you to take your pills. Pillbox
timers are nice because the compartment provides a protective housing for the SCR and all the wiring. Pillbox
timers are sold in some but not all drug stores. Most models have multiple alarms. It's hard to find a pillbox
timer with a single alarm, but it would be better since it would have less buttons. Some models can provide up
to a 7 day delay. We tested two different models of pillbox timers and both worked with this recipe.
*

An electronic organizer is a handheld device for keeping track of phone numbers and appointments. It may
be called a digital pocket organizer, an electronic scheduler, an electronic appointment book, etc. If the
organizer has a daily alarm feature like that found on a digital wristwatch, a delay up to 24 hours can be
achieved. If the organizer has a scheduler (an appointment calendar) with an alarm, a delay of days or even
weeks can be achieved. Check to make sure the alarm is an audible alarm before purchasing. Also look on the
side of the case for a seam indicating that the case will separate into two halves when the screws are removed.
Don't buy models that have seamless one-piece cases. Electronic organizers are sold at office supply stores
and Radio Shack. There is a wide range of prices. At Radio Shack, the cheapest model with an alarm is the
size of a deck of cards and costs only $10 US. We tested three different models of electronic organizers and
two of them worked. The other model had a one-piece case (no screws) that could not be opened without
tearing the circuit board.
CAUTION: Buy pillbox timers and electronic organizers far in advance and far from the
target. Because they are sold in very few stores, it would be easy for investigators to visit.
each store in the area to review video surveillance tapes and interview cashiers.
A digital wristwatch is yet another option. The only advantage to using a wristwatch is that they are slightly
smaller, but this also makes them more difficult to work with. In most cases you won't need anything as small
as a wristwatch. We recommend getting experience with other timepieces before attempting to use a
wristwatch. We tested two different models and both worked with this recipe.
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Construction Overview:
Before you begin constructing this timer, spend some time making practice welds with the soldering iron.
Play around with the voltmeter too. These are very simple tools, but it's important to get good at using them.
The assembly of this timer is divided into three parts. In the first part, the SCR, the LED and the battery snap
are wired together. This tangle of wires has been given the rather silly name of "The Cat's Cradle." In the second
part, instructions are given for attaching The Cat's Cradle to a particular timepiece and testing to see if it works.
Once you know it works, part three discusses a few finishing touches.
The first time you sit down to work with this recipe, it is best to have 2 or 3 timepieces, each one being a
different brand. If you attach The Cat's Cradle to one timepiece and it doesn't work, then you can try attaching it
to another timepiece to determine whether you made a mistake while soldering the components together or
whether the first timepiece simply isn't compatible with this design. We tested 16 different types of timepieces
and found only two models that were incompatible.
Study Figure A and its captions closely. Success with this design depends on the proper application of
electrical tape - you should put as much effort into taping things as you put into soldering.

Construction Part One: How to Assemble the Cat's Cradle:
Step 1: The SCR has three terminals or prongs: the anode, the cathode and the gate. To make soldering easier,
bend the prongs slightly apart from each other. Look closely at the diagram on the SCR's packaging to determine
which one is the gate prong. From the spool of wire, cut off a 3 inch (7 or 8 cm) piece and strip both ends. Solder
this 3-inch wire to the SCR's gate prong while using a heat sink. This 3-inch wire will be called "test wire #1L."
CAUTION: Do not touch the soldering iron directly to the SCR prongs because heat can
damage the SCR. Touch the wire to the SCR prong and touch the soldering iron only to the
wire. It is best to use a heat sink to protect the circuitry inside the SCR. Clip the heat sink
onto the SCR prong in between the SCR body and where the soldering is occurring.
Step 2: Strip off ½2 inch of insulation from the ends of both wires on the 9-volt battery-snap. Solder the positive
(red wire) from the battery-snap to the anode prong of the SCR, while using a heat sink.
OPTIONAL: If a switch is desired, do this step instead: solder the red wire from the battery-snap to the
switch and then solder a short piece of wire from the switch to the anode prong of the SCR. See "Optional
On/Off Switch" later in this recipe for more information.
Step 3: An LED will only emit light if current flows through it in the correct direction. The typical LED has short
bare-metal posts or prongs. Check the package to determine which is the negative end (cathode) of the LED. It is
usually the shorter of the two prongs. Gently bend the prongs away from each other, being careful not to snap
them off. From the spool of wire, cut off two pieces that are 3 inches long and strip their ends. Solder a 3-inch
wire to each LED prong, being careful not to lose track of which prong is which. (If the LED already has
insulated wires attached to it, then you can skip this step.)
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Step 4: From the spool of wire, cut
off a 12-inch (30 cm) piece. Steps 4a
through 4e involve this 12-inch wire,

Helpful Tip: There are two ways to strip insulation from the middle of a wire.
The first method is faster.
Method #1: Make one cut at the desired location with the wirestrippers. Slide

.which is labeled "firing wire #1" in
Figure L.

the insulation V2 inch towards the nearest end, thereby exposing bare wire where
you want it. Strip or re-strip the end of the wire as you normally would. Sliding

a. Strip both ends of this 12inch
wire. Also strip a ½2 inch
sinch

winte. mdleo ofrip
thiswirh
about3 incthes fmid one t
ren.

about 3 inches from one end.

the wire is easier on unkinked, small-diameter, stranded wire.
Method #2: Make two cuts at the desired location with the wirestrippers, using
the proper hole for that gauge of wire. With a knife, gently slice the insulation
laterally between the two cuts and then peel it off using your gloved fingers.

3 inches

- 9 inches

b. Solder the cathode (negative wire) from the LED to the newly exposed middle section of this 12-inch wire.

c. Wrap electrical tape around this connection and continue wrapping tape down the insulatedpart of the
wires for an inch or so. The tape will hold the wires together and prevent stresses from pulling on the soldered
connection. If you are new to soldering, you may wish to test this weld with a voltmeter before wrapping it
with tape. Refer to the second half of "Trouble Shooting the Cat's Cradle" for details. The weld must cool for
at least 90 seconds before this test can be done.

d. On this same 12-inch wire, take the end nearest the LED connection and solder it to the negative (black
wire) from the battery-snap.

e. Wrap tape around this connection as described in step 4c.
The opposite end of this 12-inch wire will eventually be connected to the igniter.
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Important: When joining one wire to the middle of another wire, hold the wires parallel to each other when
soldering. Never align them perpendicular to each other to create a soldered joint because such a "T"-shaped joint is
extremely fragile.

orrect
Wrap this area in tape or shrink tubing

Incorrect

I

I

II
Step 5: From the spool of wire, cut off a 16-inch (40 cm) piece. Steps 5a through 5d involve this 16-inch wire,
which is labeled "firing wire #2" in Figure L.
a. Strip both ends of this 16-inch wire. Strip a ½2 inch section in the middle of this wire about 3 inches from
one end. Strip another ½/2
inch section about 6 inches from the same end.

I-a... . ..I. - _-...3 inches-----*- I-.-a
3 inches
. [1

j m--. . . . I.

10 inches...
. ......
........

b. Solder the anode (positive wire) from the LED to the 16-inch wire at the innermost section of exposed
wire (6 inches from the end). Wrap tape around this connection as described in step 4c.
c. From the spool of wire, cut off a 3-inch piece and strip both ends. Solder this 3-inch wire to the other
exposed section in the middle of the 16-inch wire. This 3-inch wire will be called "test wire #2."
Wrap tape around this connection as described in step 4c.
d. Solder the short end of this 16-inch wire to the cathode prong of the SCR while using a heat sink.
Wrap tape around this connection as described in step 4c.
The opposite end of this 16-inch wire will eventually be connected to the igniter.
Step 6: Compare your timer with Figure L to check that all the connections have been done properly. Double
check the prongs on the SCR and the LED to make sure they didn't get mixed up.
Step 7: If you don't already have a testing-bulb, make one by performing steps I through 4 of the Light Bulb
Igniter recipe. Ignore the other steps and keep the glass of the bulb intact. The testing-bulb can be used over and
over.
Figure L
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Construction Part Two: Joining the Cat's Cradle to the Timepiece:
Step 8: Take several minutes to read the instructions that came with the timepiece and familiarize yourself with
how the timepiece functions before taking it apart. Learn how to set and re-set the timepiece. Check for possible
chimes, beeps and other tones that occur before the end of the countdown. These sounds alter the voltage in the
speaker wires, triggering the SCR and causing the igniter to burst into flames prematurely.
/

Most digital wristwatches and some alarm clocks have an hourly chime. This feature, if it exists, can usually
be turned off. To check for an hourly chime, set the time on the wristwatch or alarm clock to one minute
before the hour (e.g. 11:59) and listen for a tone when one minute elapses (e.g. 12:00).

/

Some digital kitchen timers give a warning beep as they are counting down. To check for a warning beep, set
the countdown for 11 minutes and listen for a tone, paying particular attention when the display reads ten,
five, two and one minute(s) before the end of the countdown. Although the warning beep can't be turned off,
you can compensate by adding the proper amount of extra time to the countdown.

V On any type of timepiece, a tone may be produced whenever a button is pressed. If pressing a button does
produce a tone, you must be very careful to arm the timer in the correct sequence. The 9-volt battery must be
left unplugged until you are certain that no more buttons will be pressed either intentionally or accidentally.
You are probably eager to move on to the next step, but take the necessary time to study the timepiece, its
different modes and the indicator symbols on the display. It's much easier to figure this stuff out now - before the
speaker is removed.
Step 9: Open up the case of the timepiece. It may just pop open or ajeweler's screwdriver may be needed to
unscrew the tiny screws that hold it together. Be careful not to pull on any wires.
CAUTION: If working with an electronic organizer, open up the case only slightly and look for
wires that are attached to both halves of the case. If wires going from the printed circuit board to
the speaker are too short to fully open the case, cut them close to the speaker. If wires going from
the printed circuit board to the battery holder are too short to fully open the case, cut them in half
It is important that the wires not get pulled out of the printed circuit board because they are
difficult or impossible to re-attach.
Step 10: Find the speaker. This is a flat.metal disk which is about the size of a United States quarter but thinner.
The speaker will have a positive and a negative contact. The contacts could be two small metal tabs, two small
springs or two wires. Certain models may mix different types of contacts (e.g. one spring and one wire). If there
are wires to the speaker, cut them close to the speaker. (Or use the soldering iron to heat up the solder connections
on the speaker and then pull the wires free.) Remove the speaker and discard it.
Step I1: If the contacts are wires, lengthen each wire to 3 inches by soldering on additional wire. If the contacts
are springs or tabs, solder 3 inches of wire to each contact, being very careful not to melt the circuit board. These
two wires will be referred to as the speaker wires.
Step 12: It is extremely important to protect the
speaker wires. All too often one of the speaker wires
gets accidentally pulled off during construction. If
the speaker wires were soldered to the circuit board
by the factory, it is very difficult to re-solder them
without damaging the circuit board. To prevent this
from happening, tape and/or glue the speaker wires
to the housing (the plastic case) of the timepiece.

OPTIONAL: Instead of securing the speaker wires
with tape, drill six small holes or three slightly larger
holes very close to each other in the plastic case, or
melt the holes with a heated nail. Weave each
speaker wire through three of these holes. This
provides optimal protection for the speaker wires.
And now you can even reassemble the two halves of
the case.

Step 13: It may be helpful to mark one of the
speaker wires in order to keep track of which wire is which. Choose one and stick a small piece of electrical tape
somewhere along its middle.
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Step 14: Take "test wire #1" from The Cat's Cradle
and connect it to one of the speaker wires by twisting
the exposed ends of the two wires together. Connect
"test wire #2" to the other speaker wire in the same
manner. You will need to be gentle with everything
because the twisted wire connections can easily
come undone. It's OK to press the twisted wires
together with your fingers if they are wanting to
unravel. Or, if you want to, just add a little solder to
each connection. If the wires need to be separated
later on, it is easy to heat up the solder and pull the
wires apart.

Note: It's not possible to tell which is the positive
speaker wire by measuring the voltage because the
readings are often false or misleading. These
instructions guide you through a process of trial and
error. However, sometimes you are lucky and the
speaker wires are color-coded by the factory. If one
speaker wire is red and the other is black, connect the
red speaker wire to "test wire #1" and connect the
black speaker wire to "test wire #2."

Step 15: It's now time for the initial test. Do not rely on the LED for testing; use a testing-bulb. Connect the
testing-bulb wires to the "firing wires" by twisting their ends together. Check to make sure no exposed metal is
touching any other exposed metal. Set the alarm on the timepiece for two or three minutes and begin the
countdown. Immediately plug the 9-volt battery into the battery snap. Use an unaltered wristwatch to keep track
of how many seconds are remaining on the countdown. WARNING: It is important that the battery get plugged
in after the timer is set because the pressing of buttons on some models causes a beep that will trigger the SCR
immediately.
Interpreting the Test Results
The tests should be performed in a dimly lit room to be able to see if the LED lights up. The
LED and the testing-bulb should work in unison. Both should be off or both should be on,
otherwise there is a problem with the wiring.
As the timepiece is counting down, the testing-bulb should be unlit. Pay attention to the
countdown on the unaltered wristwatch. After the specified time has elapsed, the testing-bulb
should light up. It should stay lit until the 9-volt battery is unplugged. The test is unsuccessful if
the testing-bulb lights up immediately or never lights up.
As discussed in Step 8, some models of digital kitchen timers give a warning beep. This beep
may be enough to trigger the SCR and light up the testing-bulb. Your test results can be confusing
if you are not alert to this possibility. If, for instance, you discovered during Step 8 that a warning
beep occurs at the two-minute mark, then set the countdown for three minutes or more. If the
testing-bulb lights up at the two-minute mark, this is not a problem. (Be sure this is the reason
that the testing-bulb lit up prematurely by checking the unaltered wristwatch to confirm that it
occurred at exactly two minutes.) In this example, when preparing to attack a target, you would
simply add an extra two minutes to the countdown when setting the timer.
*

If the test is successful, proceed to "Construction Part Three: Finishing Touches."

"

If the test is unsuccessful, disconnect the two speaker wires from the two test wires and
switch them. In other words, whichever speaker wire is connected to "test wire #1" should be
switched so that it is now connected to "test wire #2" and vice versa. Now repeat the test. If
the test is still unsuccessful after the wires are switched, then try a different timepiece (begin
again at the start of "Part Two: Joining the Cat's Cradle to the Timepiece").

*

If you have tried two or three timepieces and you get failed results regardless of which
speaker wire is connected to which test wire, then go to the section entitled "Troubleshooting
Problems with the Cat's Cradle."
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Construction Part Three: Finishing Touches
Step 16: Solder the test wires to the speaker wires if this hasn't been done yet.
Step 17: Prevent short circuits by wrapping electrical tape around all exposed wire and bare metal. Use electrical
tape to separate the prongs of the SCR from one another. Do the same for the prongs of the LED. Don't forget to
wrap tape around the metal body of the SCR. The three wires that are soldered to the SCR should be taped to each
other to strengthen these fragile connections.
Step 18: Attach male bullet connectors to the loose ends of firing wires #1 and #2. Detailed instructions for
attaching them are located in Bullet Connectors vs. Alligator Clips.
Step 19: To prevent buttons from being pressed during transport, tape (or superglue) the timepiece and the battery
to the bottom of a small Tupperware and put the lid on. The Tupperware also protects the timer from moisture
(rain, snow, dew or fog). Make two small holes in the Tupperware for the firing wires to pass through. Make
another hole for the tip of the LED to stick out, then glue the LED in place. The holes can be made with a drill or
with a nail that has been heated above a candle flame.
Optional: If you are using a pillbox timer or possibly an alarm clock, The Cat's Cradle can be squeezed
inside the plastic housing of the timepiece. (Other timepieces don't have enough room inside their housing.)
There may be plastic dividers or tabs sticking up vertically inside the housing to give it structural support. To
make more room, remove the tabs and dividers by gently breaking them off in small pieces using pliers. Make
a hole in the housing for the tip of the LED to stick out, then glue the LED in place. Cut notches in the
housing for the firing wires to pass through.
You are now done. Congratulations. You'll need to test the finished timer and build an igniter. This timer is able
to trigger the Model Rocket Igniter or the Light Bulb Igniter.

Troubleshooting Problems with the Cat's Cradle:
If you have tried two or three timepieces and you haven't had successful test results, then you probably have
one of the following problems:
I. Dead or dying 9-volt battery - check it with a voltmeter. Use only alkaline batteries.
2.

Wires in the wrong place - it's easy to get confused about what step you're on and to wire things incorrectly.
Always compare your completed timer with the wiring diagram.

3. Short circuit - caused by two pieces of exposed metal touching. It could be a bare section of wire that brushed
up against an exposed SCR prong. During preliminary testing, keep exposed wires, prongs, etc. away from
each other and away from anything metal on the timepiece, especially the printed circuit board. Once the
timer passes its initial test, wrap all exposed metal in electrical tape.
4.

Kinked or broken wire - caused by rough handling. Thin wires, like those on most battery-snaps, will break
more easily than thick wires. Thin wires also kink more easily, causing greater resistance in the wire.

5. Poor weld or broken weld - caused by poor soldering technique or rough handling. The more you practice,
the better you'll get at soldering. Good soldering technique greatly improves reliability.
Once you have ruled out the first three possibilities in the list, then it's time to get cozy with the voltmeter. By
measuring resistance with a voltmeter, you can test each weld that you soldered to see how well it conducts
electricity. The display on the voltmeter will indicate how much resistance is between the two probes, as
measured in ohms. If a connection has too much resistance, electricity cannot easily pass through it, and you need
to re-solder it. If the display indicates infinite resistance (with a symbol or a flashing number), electricity is
completely unable to pass between the two probes, meaning there is a broken connection (or an open switch).
WARNING: When measuring resistance, power must be removed from the circuit.
Disconnect the 9-volt battery and make sure the alarm is off. Otherwise, false readings and
possible damage to the voltmeter may occur.
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Test each connection by placing the probes on the bare wire on either side of the soldered weld, not directly
on the solder. Up to 0.5 ohms of resistance is acceptable. If the resistance is greater than 0.5 ohms, then re-solder
the connection making sure the two wires have good contact with each other. Start with the wires that are soldered
to the SCR prongs because these three connections often cause trouble for people who don't have much
experience with soldering.
Where a short wire is soldered to the middle of a long wire (a 3-way connection), the weld must be tested by
placing one probe on the short wire and the other probe on the long wire. (Placing both probes on the long wire
does not test the integrity of the weld.)
The SCR itself can be tested by placing the probes on the prongs (where there is no solder):
* Resistance between the anode and cathode prongs: infinite.
* Resistance between the anode and gate prongs: infinite.
* Resistance between the gate and cathode prongs: less than 1000 ohms (1 kilo ohm).
If there is more than 1000 ohms or if there is infinite resistance between the gate and cathode prongs, then the
SCR was overheated during soldering and will need to be replaced.
When testing speaker wire connections, one probe can be placed on the tiny blob of solder that attaches the
speaker wire to the printed circuit board of the timepiece.
It is not possible to test the LED with some voltmeters. If you have doubts about the integrity of the LED,
place the cathode prong of the LED on the negative terminal of a 9-volt battery and the anode prong on the
positive terminal. If it lights up, then it is OK. Don't leave it connected to the battery for long.

Optional On/Off Switch:
Some people don't like dealing with a loose battery in stressful circumstances. They prefer to keep the 9-volt
battery plugged into the battery snap and taped to the timer before reaching the target. To do this safely, an
ON/OFF switch is added to the circuit in Step 2. The switch is kept in the OFF position. After the timer is set and
everything is in place at the target, the switch is turned to the ON position.
Other people don't like relying on a switch for safety. It could get bumped during transport. In the dark, it
could be hard to tell if it's on or off. Instead of using a switch, they simply leave the 9-volt battery disconnected
from the circuit and carry it separately to the target. The battery gets plugged in only after the timer is set and
everything is in place.
We prefer the second option (leaving the battery disconnected), but the choice is yours.

How It Works:
You don't really need to understand this section or the next section in order to build this timer. However, the
more you know about how this timer works, the easier it will be to build it, test it, and troubleshoot problems. And
if the wiring diagram makes sense to you, then it will be much easier to construct the timer from memory if you
ever need to.
The SCR acts like a switch. Consider a regular household light switch for a moment. When the light switch is
on, current is able to pass through it - the switch is said to be "closed." When the light switch is off, the circuit is
not complete and current cannot pass through it - the switch is said to be "open." On a regular switch, a human
hand turns the switch back and forth between open and closed. In the case of the SCR, a small electric current is
what turns the switch from open to closed. As little as 0.6 volts is enough to close the SCR switch. In this way, the
absence or presence of a small current determines whether a larger current is allowed to flow.
In this recipe, the absence or presence of current in the speaker wires determines whether the SCR switch is
open or closed. The SCR is necessary because the voltage (and the amperage) in the speaker wires is not enough
to power the igniter, but it is enough to trigger the SCR. Once the SCR switch is closed, the comparatively high
voltage and amperage of the 9-volt battery can flow to the igniter.

More Details about the SCR:
It may be helpful to visualize the wiring diagram as two distinct circuits: a main circuit and a trigger circuit.
The main circuit consists of the 9-volt battery, the igniter and the LED warning light. The SCR acts like a switch
in the main circuit. The main circuit is connected to the anode and cathode prongs of the SCR. If the switch is
open, nothing happens. If the switch is closed, electricity can pass between the anode and cathode prongs and
reach the igniter. The igniter responds by producing very pretty flames.
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The initial state of the SCR switch is open. It will remain open until the trigger circuit "tells" the SCR switch
to close.
The trigger circuit consists of the timepiece and its internal 1.5-volt battery. The speaker is removed from the
timepiece and the SCR is inserted in its place. The speaker wires are connected to the gate prong and the cathode
prong of the SCR. If, at any time, the voltage coming into the gate prong (the positive speaker wire) is at least 0.6
volts greater than the voltage at the cathode prong (the negative speaker wire), then the SCR switch will be
instantly closed. This condition need only occur for a moment because once the SCR switch is closed, it will
remain closed (for as long as the main circuit sends electricity through the switch). The power source in the main
circuit (the 9-volt battery) must be disconnected to reset the SCR switch to be open.
To summarize: The SCR switch is initially open. It will only close if at least 0.6 volts of electricity passes
from the gate prong to the cathode prong (i.e. the trigger circuit). Once the SCR switch closes, current is allowed
to pass between the anode and cathode prongs (i.e. the main circuit). The switch will remain closed as long as
current continues to flow in the main circuit - this is good because it gives the igniter as much time as it needs to
heat up and burst into flames.

Isn't There a Better Way to Determine if a Timepiece Will Work?
The original instructions for this timer included a section on measuring the voltage in the speaker wires. If
you knew the voltages, you would know ahead of time whether the timepiece was compatible with this design. (A
timepiece is compatible if the voltage is too little to trigger the SCR during the countdown, but then jumps high
enough to trigger the SCR when the alarm buzzes.) You would also know which speaker wire to connect to the
gate prong of the SCR. But modem life is rarely so simple. On many timepieces, the voltage pulses so quickly in
the speaker wires that the voltmeter gives readings that are misleading. It is easier and less confusing just to do the
trial and error method described in "Construction Part Two: Joining the Cat's Cradle to the Timepiece."

Testing a Finished Timer:
The reliability of this timer greatly increases as you become more familiar with its construction. Before you
need to actually use this timer, you should build several sample timers and test them many times. If one fails,
track down the problem with a voltmeter, using the instructions in "Troubleshooting the Cat's Cradle," then
rebuild it.
As described in Step 8, timepieces may produce unwanted tones that trigger the SCR prematurely. Since this
can have disastrous consequences, it is wise to repeat the tests described in step 8 with a testing-bulb hooked up to
the completed timer.
Most testing should be done with a testing-bulb as described in step 15, but the timer must also be tested with
the intended igniter. The LED, the Model Rocket Igniter and the Light Bulb Igniter have very different
voltage/amperage requirements. Successful test results with one do not mean that the others will work properly.
After selecting a target, test the timer-igniter at the expected temperature and for the desired amount of time delay.
As temperature drops, so does battery life.

Tips:
*

"

Until you become familiar with the design, it will take a long time to build one of these timers. Don't allow
yourself to become rushed or overly tired when building them. If you spend the necessary time to make good
welds, with everything carefully taped, then the finished product will be sturdy and reliable.

In the construction overview, we suggest having 2 or 3 different brands of timepieces when you first attempt
to build this timer. This helps to troubleshoot problems. However, when you build timers for an actual raid,
all of them should use the exact same model of timepiece. Construction of the timers will be faster. The
timers will be affected more uniformly by cold temperatures (losing time at the same rate). And each timer
will have the same sequence of buttons to push to start the countdown. This last consideration is more
important than it may at first seem. You want everything to be as simple as possible at the target.
* After testing is done and you're ready to burn something down, always replace the 9-volt battery with a brand
new one. Sometimes it's a good idea to also replace the 1.5-volt or 3-volt battery inside the timepiece if the
*power was on when it was sitting on the store shelf. This is more of a concern with display models that have
gotten a lot of use or at "dollar stores" where merchandise is really old.
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*

To make construction easier for beginners, these instructions call for wires that are longer than they really
need to be. As you become more experienced with this recipe, you may wish to shorten the length of most
wires to get a more compact timer.

*

Depending on the timepiece, a delay of days, weeks or even months is possible with the SCR Digital Timer.
Saboteurs are advised against using such long delays. The risk of your incendiary device being discovered
increases with each passing hour (especially daylight hours). In most cases, it's best to have incendiary
devices ignite on the same night that they are placed at the target.

"

When the SCR is triggered, some LEDs will flicker if there is neither a testing-bulb nor an igniter connected
to the firing wires. This is not a problem. Always treat a flickering LED as if it were fully lit.

Placement:
You must take precautions if the temperature at the target could drop below 55°F (13C). See Electrical
Timers in Cold Temperatures.
If so desired, the timer can be set before reaching the target. Some digital kitchen timers have a warning beep
that prematurely triggers the SCR (see Step 8). When using such a timepiece, add extra time to the countdown to
compensate.
Do not plug in the battery until after the timer is set and no more buttons need to be pushed. On some
timepieces, the pushing of a button causes a change in the voltage of the speaker wires and the immediate
triggering of the SCR. It is safest to leave the 9-volt battery unattached until reaching ground zero at the target in case buttons are accidentally pressed en route.
Always transport the timer without the igniter attached. Disastrous consequences could occur if a short circuit
causes an igniter to burst into flames inside the transport vehicle. At the target, place the containers of accelerant
in the desired position and set the timer. (If it was set ahead of time, check the display to confirm that it is still
counting down.) Then, plug in the 9-volt battery, check the LED, and as the last step connect the igniter.

Iignition

DANGER: If the LED is lit or if it is flickering, do not connect the igniter because immediate

will occur.

I
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I Model Rocket Igniter

last revised: May 2001

This igniter can be coupled with any timer that uses a 9-volt battery (e.g. the Old-FashionedKitchen Timer
and the Digital SCR Timer). We recommend using this igniter because it is easier and faster to assemble than the
Light Bulb Igniter.
Model rocket igniters (MRIs) are the heart of this recipe. MRIs are supposed to be inserted into the engines of
model rockets. The "engine" of a model rocket is actually a small tube of solid fuel that burns. The MRI is what
gets the solid fuel to start burning. The MRI consists of two tiny wire legs that are joined together at one end by a
small crusty blob of some chemical. When electric current passes through the crusty chemical blob, it bursts into a
flame that lasts for one or two seconds.
Materials:
o two model rocket igniters
L several matchbooks
u insulated stranded wire*
o electrical tape
L3 road flare (i.e. a vehicle safety flare)
o bullet connectors (get the correct gauge)*
L gloves

Tools:
o soldering iron* and solder*
u wire strippers
u voltmeter*
Li scissors or knife
* An asterisk indicates that the item is more fully
described in the pages that precede the recipes.

Any store that sells model rockets will sell MRIs. Model rockets are sold in hobby shops and some
discount stores. We could only find igniters made by Estes. You can use other brands if you test them
first. The Estes brand comes in a small, white and blue plastic bag, approximately 3 inches wide by 6
inches long (8 cm by 15 cm). You will have to look carefully to spot them on the shelf.
Note: In this recipe, "MRI" refers to an unmodified, factory-made model rocket igniter. As far as
we know, model rocket enthusiasts do not use this acronym. They often call them "engine igniters"
instead of model rocket igniters.
Construction - Part One:
Overview: This recipe uses two MRIs to improve reliability. It is constructed in layers with a matchbook on the
bottom, followed by an MRI, a matchbook in the middle, another MRI, and a matchbook on top. Each successive
layer must befirmly taped to the previous layers. It is important to make the tape tight. In addition to making a
large flame, the matchbooks protect the MRIs from breakage.
CAUTION: MRIs are fragile and must be handled with care. At the tip of an MRI is a crusty
blob of some combustible chemical. If the crusty blob breaks apart, the igniter will not work.
Step 1: Remove the MRIs from the package and inspect them for damage. The Estes brand has brown tape across
the middle of the wire legs. Leave the tape in place. It protects the combustible tip by keeping the upper portion of
the wire legs from moving. If multiple MRIs are joined together by one long piece of tape, cut them apart. Test
each MRI for continuity by holding a probe from the voltmeter against each wire leg. Don't allow the probes to
touch each other during the test. A successful result (continuity) indicates that the MR1 is likely to work. An
unsuccessful result (no continuity) means that the combustible tip was broken apart during shipping or handling
and a different MRI must be used.
Step 2: Remove the entire cover (front and back) from three matchbooks. For each matchbook, cover the staple
with electrical tape to prevent it from touching the wire legs of the MRI. (A short circuit could occur if the staple
touched both wire legs.) Lay an MRI on top of one matchbook so that the combustible tip of the MRI is touching
the match heads. Use electrical tape to secure the wire legs of the MRI in place. (Do NOT cover the match heads
or the combustible tip of the MRI with the tape.)
Step 3: Lay the second matchbook on top of the MR] and tape the two matchbooks together. The MRI should
now be sandwiched between the two matchbooks and all the match heads should be lined up. Make sure the wire
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legs protrude from the bottom of the matchbooks. The combustible tip needs to be protected by the match heads
and should not stick out at all.
Step 4: Lay a second MRI on top of the two matchbooks, being careful to position the combustible tip as
described above. Tape it firmly in place.
the very top and is taped
Step 5: The third matchbook goes on
tightly to the other matchbooks.
Step 6: There should now be four wire legs protruding from the
matchbooks, two on the left and two on the right (when viewed
with the matchbooks lying flat on the table). Twist the two on the
left together, then add solder to them. Twist the two on the right
together, then add solder. The MRIs will now be wired in parallel
(as opposed to being wired in series) and both of them should
ignite.
Step 7: Strip both ends on two 12-inch (30 cm) pieces of wire.
Solder one wire to one pair of wire legs. Solder the other wire to the
other pair of wire legs. Wrap electrical tape around each weld to
prevent a short circuit.
Step 8: Attach female bullet connectors to the loose ends of the 12inch wires. Refer to the important advice in Bullet Connectors vs.
Alligator Clips.

Place the MR! on top of a matchbook.

Construction - Part Two:
Let's orient ourselves by briefly examining the road flare. The
flare is contained inside a tube of very thick paper, which is usually
red in color. At the top of the flare (the burning end) is a circular
patch of dark ignition material. On some flares, the patch covers the
entire top; on other flares, the patch is smaller in size.
Step 9: Remove the entire cover (front and back) from several
matchbooks. Tape a ring of matches around the top of the flare. The
match heads should protrude just a little beyond the red paper. If the
patch of ignition material covers the entire top, the match heads
should touch it. If the patch is smaller, then gently bend some of the
match heads toward the button. Add the matchbooks to the flare one
at a time. In other words, first tape one matchbook in place, then
tape a second matchbook, and (if necessary) cut a third matchbook
to the right size and tape in place.

Secure the MR1 with electrical tape.

Step 10: Tape the flare to the rest of the igniter, lining up the match
heads on both objects. To protect the soldered connections from
undue stress, tape the 12-inch wires to the flare in one or two
places.
OPTIONAL: For added reliability, take a second flare and tape a
its top. Then tape the two flares together,
matches
ring
liningofup
all the around
match heads.

Testing:

Place another matchbook on
top and secure
with tape.

Perform a continuity test on the completed igniter by holding a
probe from the voltmeter against each bullet connector. If there is no continuity, the igniter will not work.
The characteristics of flares may vary from one brand to another. If you have never used a particular brand
before, test several to determine whether that brand can be lit consistently by a ring of matches around its top.
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ILight BUlb Igniter

last revised: Jan. 2001

1

This igniter can be coupled with any timer that uses a 9-volt battery (e.g. the Old-FashionedKitchen Timer
and the SCR Digital Timer). This recipe uses a 12-volt light bulb with the glass removed to expose the filament.
Matches are glued in a tight ring around the filament. The matches help to protect the fragile filament during
handling and transport. When the timer sends electricity to the light bulb, the filament gets very hot and sets the
matches on fire.
Building the Light Bulb Ignitertakes more time and patience than building the Model Rocket Igniter, but the
Light Bulb Igniter has the advantage of not needing any obscure or incriminating ingredients. 12-volt light bulbs
can be found in most 24-hour grocery stores, whereas model rocket engine igniters must be purchased in specialty
stores.

Materials:

Tools:

"i 12-volt, single-filament, automobile light bulb (Note #1)
" wooden matches (Note #2)
Li matchbooks
Li epoxy* or "thick gel" superglue (Note #3)
Li bullet connectors* or alligator clips*
L3 road flare (i.e. a vehicle safety flare)
U insulated stranded wire*
oi electrical tape
o lighter or candle
Li bowl of water
Li sandpaper
L] gloves
* An asterisk indicates that the item is morefully
described in the pages that precede the recipes.

L3 wire strippers
3 small pliers (see Note #4)
La scissors or knife
u soldering iron* and solder*
Li voltmeter*
Round Type
TinyOblong

Note 1: There are lots of automotive light bulbs on the
market. Don't get the small instrument panel lights. You
ouble Poe
Single Pole
want the larger type of bulb used for turn signals, parking,
Figure 0: Use only single filament bulbs.
and back-up lights. It must be a 12-volt bulb and it must
They have a single pole (or bump) on the
have a single filament. First, check the package: if it's
hnttnm
listed for use as a stop or brake light, it's going to have a
Always
double
double filament and it should not be used.
check by looking at the number of bumps on the bottom of the bulb. Single filament bulbs have one bump; double
filament bulbs have two bumps. Use a brand new bulb that has never had current run through it. Even if the bulb
has only been lit up once, the filament will be more fragile and more likely to break during construction.
Note 2: This recipe requires both wooden kitchen matches (loose matchsticks that come in a box) and
matchbooks (paper/cardboard matches that come in a "book").
Note 3: The "thick gel" type of superglue can be used instead of epoxy. Regular superglue is not thick enough to
work. More than half a tube of thick gel superglue will be used per bulb.
Note 4: If the wire strippers have plier-like jaws, it can be used instead of pliers to break off the glass on the bulb.

Construction - Part One:
First, let's examine the bulb and clarify terms. There are two contacts on a single filament 12-volt light bulb.
One contact is the nipple of the bulb (the bump on the bottom). The other contact is the metal side of the bulb.
Notice that there is a tiny ring of insulation separating the two contacts from each other to prevent a short circuit.
Step 1: Use sandpaper to roughen up a portion of the metal side of the bulb. Solder will adhere much better if the
metal side is not smooth. Strip insulation off the ends of a 12-inch (30 cm) piece of wire and solder it to the metal
side.
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Step 2: Strip the insulation off the ends of another 12-inch piece of wire.
Solder this second wire onto the nipple. Don't let excess solder run from
the nipple to the metal side of the bulb, as this will cause a short circuit
occur. Don't apply too much heat to the nipple or it may come loose.
Start over with a new bulb if the nipple comes loose.

Heat the top of
the bulb with a
lighter or candle.
-to

Step 3: Reinforce the solder connection by wrapping electrical tape all
the way around the metal side. Also wrap tape around the bottom of the
bulb to protect the soldered weld at the nipple.
Step 4: Attach female bullet connectors onto the ends of both wires. If
you are making a testing-bulb instead of a Light Bulb Igniter, you will

probably want to use alligator clips instead of bullet connectors. In either
case, please read the important advice in Bullet Connectors vs. Alligator
Clips.
Step 5: Break off the glass on the bulb so as to expose the filament. Be
careful not to break the filament. Heat the glass with a candle or lighter.
A candle is easier to use because a lighter can get too hot to hold. Heat
the glass for awhile, then quickly touch the very top of the bulb to cold
water. The difference in temperature between the hot bulb and the cold
water will shatter the glass. Don't push it too far into the water because
you don't want the filament to get wet. Some water will likely be inside the broken glass, so hold the bulb upside
down until the glass is removed and the water is drained. Use pliers or the jaws on the end of wire strippers to
break off the glass in small pieces. Remove as much glass as possible to minimize the chances of getting cut at the
work area or at the target. (If you do get cut, DNA evidence will be contained in any blood or skin that is left
behind.)

Figure
....

Figure Q:

Figure R:

Remove the bulb,

Dip the top of the
a dish
intowater.
bulb
of
cold

being careful not to
let anyuwat to
let any water touch
the filament.

ofcold water.,-

\

4 t.....
-

-

*

i
0

CAUTION: Protect your eyes. Flying fragments of glass could cause eye injuries. And they
can be hard to locate when cleaning up the work area. Spread out a sheet for easy cleanup
and hold the bulb inside a paper bag or cardboard box when breaking off the glass.
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Step 6: Fill the tiny trough inside the metal part of the bulb with epoxy or "thick gel superglue." Cut wooden
matches to the right size using scissors, a knife or the wire-cutting portion of the wirestrippers. Stick the matches
into the epoxy, so that the matches are standing upright with their matchheads very close to the filament. At least
a few match heads should actually touch the filament. Fill the tiny trough with as many matches as possible.
(Note: The matches tend to fall out of place as new matches are added to the trough. Be patient. It gets easier as
the epoxy sets. It helps to have an assistant.)
Step 7: After the last match is added, double check
that there are several match heads still touching the
filament.
Step 8: After the epoxy has completely dried, tape a
circle of matches around the first set of matches. Try
to have all the match heads close to each other. (Use
matchbooks for this step and the remaining steps
because they are easier to work with than wooden
matchsticks. You will need to remove both the front
and back cover from the matchbooks.)

Construction - Part Two:
Let's orient ourselves by briefly examining the
road flare. The flare is contained inside a tube of very
thick paper, which is usually red in color. At the top of
the flare (the burning end) is a circular patch of dark
ignition material. On some flares, the patch covers the
entire top; on other flares, the patch is smaller in size.
F
Step 9: Remove the entire cover (front and back) from
Figure S: Break offthe remaining glass.
several matchbooks. Tape a ring of matches around the
top of the flare. The match heads should protrude just
a little beyond the red paper. If the patch of ignition material covers the entire top, the match heads should touch
it. If the patch is smaller, then gently bend some of the match heads toward the button. Add the matchbooks to the
flare one at a time. In other words, first tape one matchbook in place, then tape a second matchbook, and (if
necessary) cut a third matchbook to the right size and tape in place.
Step 10: Tape the flare to the rest of the igniter, lining
up the match heads on both objects. To protect the
soldered connections from undue stress, tape the 12inch wires to the flare in one or two places.

Figure T: After the glass is removed, glue matchsticks
against the filament.

OPTIONAL: For added reliability, take a second flare
and tape a ring of matches around its top. Then tape
the two flares together, lining up all the match heads.

Testing:
Use a voltmeter to test for continuity (see Section
9.1 Tips for Electrical Timers). Hold a probe against
each bullet connector attached to the 12-inch wires. If
the voltmeter indicates that electricity cannot pass
between the probes, there is a broken connection and
the igniter will not work. This is likely caused by a
broken filament or an improperly soldered weld. Track
down the problem by trying more tests with the probes
in different spots.
The characteristics of flares may vary from one brand to another. If you have never used a particular brand
before, test several to determine whether that brand can be lit consistently by a ring of matches around its top.
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Electrical Timers in Cold Temperatures
Cold temperatures reduce battery life and cause electronics to perform poorly. Current flow is sluggish when
cold, causing light bulbs to be noticeably dim, which means a Light Bulb Igniter or Model Rocker Igniter will fail.
Digital timepieces lose time (i.e. measure time more slowly) in the cold. The entire SCR DigitalTimer must be
kept warm. In contrast, the Old-FashionedKitchen Timer is mostly mechanical and only its 9-volt battery needs
to be kept warm.
For moderately cold temperatures, adding a second 9-volt battery to the timer circuit is a simple solution. At
temperatures below 40'F (4°C), a heat source is necessary. Two options for heat sources are described below:
electric socks and handwarmers. Whenever possible, electric socks should be used instead of handwarmers
because they produce heat at the right temperature for hours with little variation. Always start with the timers at
room temperature. Don't allow them to get too cold during the final 24 hours of preparation or the drive to the
target.
1. For temperatures between 40OF (4 0C) and 55*F (13 0 C):
Use two batteries in series. The working life of a battery is extended by wiring an extra battery in series. The
voltage will be doubled, but this is not a problem for any of the electrical components. (Do not wire the batteries
in parallel.) Tape the two batteries together. Then use a battery-snap to connect the negative terminal of one
battery to the positive terminal of the other battery. Cut a second battery-snap in half to use on the remaining
terminals. Place the timer in a plastic container to protect it from rain, condensation, and the chilling effects of
wind.
2. For temperatures below 40OF (4QC):
Use electric socks, insulation, and two batteries in series. Battery-operated "electric" socks are the most
simple and reliable way to provide a heat source. Unfortunately, they are more expensive than handwarmers
(which are described in the next section). Electric socks are sold in camping stores for about $20 a pair. The part
that gets warm (the resistor) is located in the toe. Because socks are meant to be in direct contact with skin for
hours at a time, they won't get too hot. Purchase X-Large socks if possible and place the timer inside the sock. If
the sock is too small, cut a slit down the side, being careful not to cut the wire that runs from the battery to the
resistor. Position the resistor underneath the timer to allow heat to rise into the timer. Place other insulation
around the sock. Wool sweaters from a second-hand store make good insulation. Fiberglass insulation would be
better if it's really cold. Unlike most handwarmers, electric socks don't need oxygen. Timer, socks and insulation
can be completely sealed in a Tupperware for added protection against rain, snow, or heat-robbing wind. (Don't
seal the igniter in the Tupperware; it needs oxygen.) A fairly large Tupperware is needed to accommodate the
bulkiness of the electric socks. If the container is too small, the timer may get damaged while pushing to squeeze
everything in. Use two socks per timer if the temperatureis below freezing. One brand of electric socks was
tested and performed well (one timer inside two socks at 20'F). The packaging for this particular brand stated that
the socks would last up to six hours before the battery dies. You must still use two batteries for the timer circuit
(see Section #1 above). The battery for each sock, however, will be OK on its own. Electric socks may only be
available during the fall and winter. Keep some on-hand for those cold nights in late spring.
3. What to do if you can't find electric socks and the temperature is below 40'F (40 C):
Use handwarmers, insulation, and two batteries in series. Section #1 (above) describes how to wire the
batteries in series. Handwarmers are a cheap source of heat. They are sold in camping stores and discount stores
such as K-Mart, Wal-Mart, etc. There are three types:
*

Reusable handwarmers - these produce heat for about one hour, making them useful only when a short delay
is needed. They can be reactivated by heating them in boiling water, but that's inconsequential.

*

Disposable handwarmers - these produce heat for 6 to 10 hours, depending on the brand. They are more
temperamental than you would ever guess. They are activated by shaking. Unfortunately, some will stop
generating heat after awhile unless shaken intermittently - test a couple to see if a particular brand will
actually work for the desired amount of time. Some handwarmers can take up to 10 minutes to heat up, so
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begin shaking them a few minutes before deploying. Never rely on a single disposable handwarmer, as there
is an occasional dud.
*

Burnable handwarmers - also called "solid fuel" handwarmers - these contain a chemical stick that is set on
fire and then burns inside a special case. They take slightly more time to deploy than the other types.

These last two types of handwarmers produce heat long enough that they can be activated before reaching the
target. When using the SCR Digital Timer, you could choose to set the timer, wrap it in insulation and activate the
handwarmer prior to actually arriving at the target. Once you get there, just place the bundle in the right location
and connect it to the igniter. (In contrast, the Old-FashionedKitchen Timer cannot be set ahead of time because
the wires on the face of the timer are too easily bumped.)
Handwarmers can reach temperatures in excess of 160'F (71'C), which is too hot for electronics and
batteries. The temperature listed on the package is an average and is not reliable. Don't place handwarmers
directly against the batteries or the timer. Place a layer of insulation between the handwarmers and the timer. Then
wrap everything in more insulation. Or make a small insulated box containing the handwarmers and the timer,
separated by air space. As previously mentioned, wool sweaters from a second-hand store make good insulation.
Fiberglass insulation would be better if it's really cold. Placing handwarmers underneath the timer increases the
heat delivered to the timer; placing them to the side of the timer reduces the heat.
Perform tests by placing handwarmers in a small, sealed container to determine if a particular brand will fail if
deprived of oxygen. Most won't, but check anyway. Test the setup at the expected temperature (either outside or
in the freezer). For maximum reliability, use an indoor/outdoor thermometer with remote sensor during testing to
determine if the timer is too hot or too cold. A thermometer that automatically records minimum and maximum
temperatures will simplify the task. This may seem like a lot of work, but if you are risking years behind bars,
don't let your action get foiled because the cold weakened your batteries (or overzealous handwarmers fried
them).

Keeping the Igniter Dry:
The igniter will fail if the matches get damp from rain or fog or dew. Use a large Ziploc freezer bag for
protection. It doesn't have to be the Ziploc brand; other brands of re-closeable bags will work just as well. Get
"freezer" bags because they are thicker and more tear-resistant than regular bags. Place the igniter inside the bag,
squish out the air and close the seal. (The ends of the wires need to stick out.) Add electrical tape to strengthen the
seal, but don't go overboard. Roll the excess bag around the igniter, then wrap electrical tape around the outside
of the bag to keep it tightly rolled up. When the igniter bursts into flame, it will instantly melt through the thin
plastic of the Ziploc.
We also tested a condom and a balloon for their ability to keep the igniter dry. Both failed. The condom was
rolled over top the matchbooks and down the flare, which was rather interesting in both a visual and a tactile
sense. It seemed like the condom-wrapped igniter was going to work and we set it aside. To our surprise, the
condom ripped several minutes later, exposing all the match heads. An even more startling phenomenon occurred
with the balloon. The igniter was squeezed inside the mouth of the balloon and then the mouth was taped shut.
When the igniter ignited, it made a small bang and jumped half a foot, falling off the lid of a 5-gallon bucket. The
thick, elastic rubber of the balloon captured the gases from the burning matches and flare. After a split second,
enough gases had accumulated to rupture the balloon and make it jump in one direction as the gases escaped in
the other direction. Both experiments had unexpected results, which clearly illustrates the importance of testing.
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Where to Get Started
Many of us already have firsthand experience with starting fires in wood burning stoves, fireplaces and
campfires. The principles of fire are not mere abstractions; almost everyone has observed them in operation. On
the other hand, timers and igniters will remain abstract book knowledge until you transform the written
instructions, step by step, into an actual device. So go purchase the materials today and start building yourself a
timer. Start out first with the Old-FashionedKitchen Timer before working on the more versatile but complicated
SCR Digital Timer.
Some precautions are necessary. Possession of an incendiary device, even for educational purposes, can get
you into hot water with the authorities. Don't tell anyone about your science experiment and make sure your
work area is completely private. Don't keep materials or completed devices around for longer than necessary.
It will be tempting to read this entire manual and then immediately turn your attention away to something
else. Possibly you will busy yourself reading movement newsletters that report on actions carried out by someone
else. Maybe you will tell yourself that you'll learn how to build a timer later when you find a target that really
needs to be burned. That's like saying you'll learn how to build a campfire later when you are cold and wet and
really need one. Now is the time to learn. You had enough time to read this manual, so you must have enough
time to go to the store and pick up the few materials needed. Do it after you finish reading this page.
After constructing your first timer, you'll feel the playing field shift in your favor - even the largest earthdestroying, animal-abusing corporations are now vulnerable.
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n March of 1986, after a decade of construction,
the Palo Verde Nuclear Generation Station was preparing
its $9.3 billion nuclear power complex for production.
Utility companies in Arizona, California, New Mexico
and Texas all owned shares in Palo Verde and were about
to see their nuclear energy investments pay off. Unit
I of the project had been completed, Unit 2 was being
tested, and Unit 3 was under construction. All three Units
at Palo Verde were on track to provide nuclear power
commercially by the summer of 1987.
Then, on March 14'", 1986, just before the
scheduled restart of Unit 2's reactor, several 500-kilovolt
power lines were-knocked out within one half hour at
three locations ten to thirty miles from Palo Verde. The
lines ran 150 feet above the ground across southwestern
Arizona from Palo Verde to Yuma and two parts of
Downtown Phoenix. The damage delayed the testing of
the 1,270-mcgawatt reactor at Palo Verde's Unit 2 for a
day.
Investigators working for the Maricopa County
Sheriff's Office, the State Department of Public Safety,
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation found metal weighted ropes, chain
and copper cables that had been used to down the lines.
"We were saying we strongly suspected it was
sabotage before we had found the devices. We were going
by the timing... Now that we've found the devices, it sure
looks like it was deliberate and we're calling it sabotage,"
announced a spokesman for another Arizona utility
company. "It seems to be 1:hc appropriate word. It looks
like it was malicious rather than capricious... Someone
climbed on top of the tower, secured one end of the rope
to the top of the tower and then dropped the loose end
down onto our lines."
A security agent for an Arizona utility company
told reporters, "Certainly it's no secret when Unit 2's
startup schedule was.., we suspect more than one person
was involved."
According to The Arizona Daily Sun, "No threats

or calls claiming responsibility had been received"
regarding the sabotage.
Evan Mecham was a WWII veteran. car dealer,
newspaper publisher and a Republican who had a history
of unsuccessful runs for elective office leading as far back
as 1952.
In 1986, Mecham surprised everyone and won
the Republican endorsement for Arizona Governor by
a handful of votes. By then, over half the registered
voters in Arizona were recent transplants and unaware of
Mecham's past campaigns for public office. Many were
retired and attracted to his promises of tax cuts. Mecham's
opponent, who was largely expected to win the primary,
had reserved a considerable amount of his campaign
efforts and funds for the general election. On the day of
the Republican primary there was a severe rainstorm,
reducing voter turnout to it's lowest in nearly forty years.
Mecham won the primary by 4% of the vote.
At the general election, the Democratic vote was

evenly split between the Party's candidate and another
Democrat who ran on a third-party ticket. In 1987, Mecham
became the 17" Governor of Arizona with 40% of the
popular vote.
Mecham was affiliated with the John Birch Society
and was an open bigot. He publicly defended his use of the
term "pickaninny" in reference to black children, blamed
divorce rates on working women and cancelled Martin
Luther King, Jr. day statewide, among other offenses. He
was a devout Mormon who claimed to have conversations
with god while alone in his office and believed that he was
appointed Governor by the divine.
Mecham's popularity as Governor quickly
plummeted. His patronage appointments to political office
caused a rift in the Republican Party and his overt bigotry
caused a boycott of Arizona, significantly damaging the
state's tourism industry.
On April 411', 1988, Mecham became the first
Governor to be impeached after being convicted of felony
obstruction of justice and misuse of government funds. He
was later acquitted of the criminal charges.
The word 'emetic,' with Greek and Latin origins.
means to cause vomiting.
The Evan Mecham Eco Terrorist International
Conspiracy (better known as EMETIC) captured the
attention of the Arizona media after downing the pylons
that supported the main chair lift at the Fairfield Snowbowl
ski resort on the night of Monday, October 5, 1987. A closeup photo of torch cuts on the brace and bolt fitting of one
of the lifts was featured on the front page of The Arizona
Daily Sun, explaining that the vandalism was taken, "to
stop ski slope development and desecration of the San
Francisco Peaks."
After the weekend traffic, EMETIC hauled a heavy
acetylene torch up the mountain and used it to cut supports
for at least eight ski lifts. The saboteurs also broke windows
on two Snowbowl buildings along the slopes. On Tuesday
afternoon, EMETIC placed a call to Snowbowl to ensure
that the damage would not go unnoticed. The (allegedly
male) caller asked whether the ski lift had been inspected
lately, explaining that it had been tampered with. After
inspection, Snowbowl authorities confirmed the caller's
claims.
Initial damage estimates were placed at $100,000,
pending inspection by representatives from the ski lift's
manufacturer. Less than a week later, however, newspapers
reported that the damage estimates were reduced to
S25,000.
Letters from EMETIC, claiming responsibility
for the sabotage, were printed off a computer and sent to
77Te Arizona Daily Sun. television stations in Phoenix and

Flagstaff, and a Flagstaff radio station. While newspapers
refused to reprint the communique so not to encourage
the saboteurs, The Sun did quote a line that the ski lift
poles "will be chopped down again" if repaired and said it
contained, "vague references to Hopi and Navajo Indian
beliefs about how the peaks are held sacred by the tribes."
The communiqui, The Sun said, signed off with, "Love,
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EMETIC."
The one full sentence reprinted by the newspaper
read. "The use of this mountain to entertain rich white
people by allowing them to slide down without bother of
walking up is inappropriate."
Since the letters were postmarked in Tuba City,
a ninety mile drive north from Snowbowl, authorities
speculated that the telephone call had come from there as
well.
"'We've got people in Tuba City now trying to
determine who wrote the letter or who made the phone
call," the Coconino County Sheriff's Sergeant assured
reporters.
During the off-season, the Snowbowl lifts only
ran on the weekends for Summer Sky Rides. The attack
caused the remaining Sky Rides to be canceled, but the
lifts were repaired and fully
operational by the start of ski
season.
"I don't think they
wanted to hurt anyone," the
Sergeant reasoned, "If the,
wanted to hurt anyone, they
would have done it Friday."
He also speculated
that, since it was a threemile hike to the site of the
vandalism, it was likely that
more than one person was
involved.
"One could have done
it if he was in shape, but most
likely it was two. One would
have to carry the (torch)
tanks."
A follow-up article
on the vandalism headlined denunciations of the sabotage
from mainstream environmentalists.
"I don't see what it can accomplish. I'm hoping
it won't have a negative effect on mainstream groups that
work through the system on identifiable issues," Robert
Lippman told reporters whle representing Friends of the
River, "I don't know what point has been made by it."
Sierra Club Plateau Group Conservation Chair,
Dave Daggett, announced the Sierra Club's stance
publicly, telling reporters, "We don't condone this type of
action."
Hopi and Navajo soiritual leaders had a somewhat
different response. The two nations had been struggling
against ski slope development on the San Francisco Peaks,
which they hold sacred and traditionally incorporate in
their ceremonies.
"We know nothing about this, so in the meantime
we have no statement to make," said Navajo Tribal
Chairman Secretary Julia Wilson.
Mary Sojourner told reporters, "I support
the spirit of the action," showing that at least some
environmentalists were sympathetic with EMETIC.
Sojourner's group, Canyon Under Siege, had
been working to prevent uranium mining near the Grand

Canyon. "We, too, are fighting the exploitation of sacred
lands around Grand Canyon, however, Canyon Under Siege
will continue to do our civil disobedience overtly."
Even Daggett was compelled to confide, "I'll admit
that normal channels don't seem to work and that agencies
aren't receptive to appeals on Native American issues."
As a result of the sabotage, Snowbowl posted a
$5,000 bounty on EMETIC.
A year later, "Vandals Darken Uranium Mine,"
headlined the front page of The Arizona Daily Sun. At
around 3 am on Monday, September 2 61", 1988, EMETIC
had toppled two power pylons and damaged 27 others,
causing a blackout by severing five power lines leading
to the Canyon Uranium Mine, fourteen miles south of the
Grand Canyon. Damages were estimated at $12,000.
Earth First! The Radical EnvironmentalJournal
printed, "Two to three dozen
wooden poles were cut along
the line serving the proposed
Canyon Mine south of Tucson
on the South Rim. A half

The word 'emetic,
with Greeh and Latin
origins, I uans to
cause V(Imiting.,,
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dozen poles were cut south of
Fredonia on the North Rim,
causing the shutdown of three

operating uranium mines,
including the notorious Pigeon
Mine where 21 Earth First!ers
were arrested in protests
following the 1987 Round
River Rendezvous."
The Journalreferred
to the owner of the mines,
Energy Fuels Nuclear, as, "the
main outfit feverishly turning
the Grand Canyon region
into an atomic wasteland and

industrial park." The company was only paying $100 for
rights to mine uranium on National Forest land.
The Canyon Uranium Mine had been at the center
of a local controversy. The Havasupai Indian Tribe had
brought a lawsuit that temporarily halted work there and
the Citizens for Environmental Responsibility introduced
a ballot initiative asking voters in Coconino County their
opinions on the issue.
Opponents were concerned about the disturbance
of sacred Indian land as well as the quantity of uranium
mines Energy Fuels Nuclear were intending to open in the
region and whether or not the company had plans to build a
uranium mill.
Even though the ballot initiative was simply
an opinion poll with no ability to slow or stop mining
operations, Energy Fuels Nuclear responded by suing
Coconino County and convincing a judge that 727
signatures used to get the initiative on the ballot were
invalid due to incorrect addresses, improper signing
procedures and unqualified electors. This left the initiative
32 signatures short of survival.
"We are pleased that Judge Irwin has agreed,
following a very thorough trial, that this issue doesn't
belong on the ballot," a spokesperson for Energy Fuels

Nuclear announced to reporters, adding that the company
would be opening more mines in northern Arizona with,
"responsibility and the greatest care possible."
Jacques Seronde, of the same environmental
group that spearheaded the ballot initiative, condemned
the EMETIC sabotage in the press, saying, "I think it's
too bad; this is not productive. In fact, it's probably
counterproductive," and "There are a lot of legal avenues
to pursue."
Flagstaff resident, John Larouche, however, wrote
a letter to the editor of The Arizona Daily Sun, asking,
"Who do we believe when it comes to the health of our
environment, the uranium mining companies or concerned
physicians and citizens who have thoroughly researched
the health effects of radioactive substances?"
"If [Energy Fuels Nuclear] was so sure of its
safety record and the safety of
uranium, they would not have
blocked the ballot initiative."
Larouche wrote. "When
[Energy Fuels Nuclear's]
aI
profits and economic base are
threatened it cannot be the'
best judge of what is safe for

our health or environment...
Out of concern for our
environment and all life
within it, the fight to stop
uranium mining in Coconino
County must and will
c Tnya Packard of
continue."

At 6 am the next morning, Flagstaff radio station
KMGN-1rM received an anonymous phone call announcing
that EMETIC had struck again. The caller instructed the
radio station to notify Snowbowl., the US Forest Service
and the Sheriff's Department not to allow anyone on the
lift.
A radio newsman from KAAA in Kingman also
reported receiving correspondence from EMETIC on the
sabotage, yet The Arizona Daily Sun neglected to print
a single word from EMETIC on the second Snowbowl
attack. The Sutn, which had printed a total of four complete
sentences from previous EMETIC communiques, instead
generalized a typical EMETIC communiqud as, "a rambling
statement expressing environmental concerns and taking
aim at economic interests involved at the Snowbowl and
uranium mines."
An announcement about
the action in The Earth
First!,ournal explained,
"The peaks are sacred, to
both Hopi and Navajo
nations in northern Arizona.
Expansion of the facilities
has been hotly opposed by
members of the tribes and by

see Ohe Rilted States as
a dying empire. 'scontriolled
now by giant ct itiorations who
think they're at I01 etbe law. Bu
I'm not

going to i shut up,
Dave I

Flagstaff wrote The Sun editor
as well, "Question: Can the
people of a community exert
any control over a mining
operation that may affect their health and economic
security?... Answer: You bet we can!"
In a communiqu6 sent to The Sun addressed to,
"The wealthy white elites who will profit from the Canyon
Mine, and their assorted lackeys, minions and apologists
in the media and government." it was announced that.
"EMETIC attacked your mine last. night."
The Sun reported that the letter referred to the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster and published a few sentences
from the communiqu6.
"Your culture makes a show of worshiping a
safely sanitized version of Jesus, but your real gods are
money and power. This twisted sickness is threatening all
life on this sweet planet. If the air and food and water arc
all poisoned, how shall our children thrive?"
One month after the Canyon Mine sabotage.
EMETIC fulfilled its promise to strike again at Fairfield
Snowbowl.
On the night of Tuesday, October 25"h. 1988,
EMETIC hiked in from behind the ski resort to elude
night watchmen and nearly cut off the top portion of
the highest ski lift tower with a torch. The group was
now responsible for an estimated $32,000 in damages to
Fairfield Snowbowl.

Shave

environmentalists."

"The group appears to

embraced philosophies

of terrorism from fictional

characters in Edward Abbey's
novel, 'The Monkey Wrench
Gang.' In the book, characters
sabotaged equipment
they felt was harming the
environment," explained a Sun
journalist.
"We definitely will not be set back for the opening
of ski season," Snowbowl's Ski Area Manager told
reporters. "We're going to repair it. People need to be
assured that it's going to be repaired and it is going to be
safe."
"We're trying to identify the group," said a
Coconino County Sheriff's Lieutenant who expressed
uncertainty about when EMETIC would strike next. "It's
impossible to keep a surveillance on a large area which
includes the Snowbowl area to the Grand Canyon."
"I feel like I'm in Nicaragua or somewhere,"
Snowbowl's General Manager exclaimed as he described
the increase of security at the resort, which included the
presence of the FBI.
A week after the second Snowbowl attack, with no
results in over a year of investigating the first attack, the
resort offered a $25,000 reward for information leading
to the arrest and. conviction of individuals responsible for
damaging their ski equipment.
"The main thrust of this thing today is to bring
somebody out... a $25,000 enticement is a big reward," the
Coconino County Sheriff told reporters. "We have no new
leads on the case and we have no immediate suspects."
After the second sabotage on their ski resort,

Folreman
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Snowbowl officials further increased security measures in
anticipation of a third EMETIC attack.
"EMETIC Terrorist Ring may be Broken," the
front page of The Arizona Daily Sun announced on June
i1' of 1989.
The paper named three Earth First!crs from
Prescott, Arizona behind the EMETIC actions. Marc A.
Baker, 37. and Mark L. Davis. 39, were arrested early in
the morning on May 31", 1989, while attempting to use a
cutting torch to topple a utility-line tower for the Central
Arizona Project aqueduct system in Wenden, Arizona.
Margaret Katherine "Peg" Millett, 35, was said to have
escaped the scene and have made her way 75 miles home
on the nearby US 60. She was arrested the next day while
at work at a Planned Parenthood clinic.
Investigators claimed to find evidence linking the
three to the sabotage of Fairfield Snowbowl during raids
on the homes of Baker and Millett.
"Obviously, we're relieved... We're pleased it
came to a conclusion," the Snowbowl's General Manager
expressed, while promising to prosecute, "to the fullest
extent we can. We're going to do whatever we can."
The Coconino County Sheriff claimed that, in
addition to the 1987 and 1.988 Snowbowl actions and
the .1988 Canyon Uranium sabotage, the three were also
responsible for the May 1986 attack of the Palo Verde
nuclear power complex, which took place well over a
year before EMETIC announced its existence through
communiqu&s. They were charged with "conspiracy to
destroy an energy facility" and "maliciously attempting
to damage and destroy personal property by means of fire
and damaging US property worth more than S100."
The Sheriff told reporters that EMETIC was
plotting an attack on the Canyon Diablo nuclear power
plant near San Luis Obispo, California, a second strike
on the Palo Verde nuclear power plant near Wintersburg,
Arizona, and an action against a US Energy Department
bomb factory called the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons
Plant near Golden, Colorado, when they were arrested.
He said the members of EMETIC, "have a
philosophy, a belief that they are doing something in their
own way to protect the environment from destruction,"
but claimed that the communiquds EMETIC sent to the
press contained. "elements of domestic terrorism," and
strangely referred to the EMETIC actions as, "domestic
violence."
Investigators admitted to having known the
identity of the three before the October 1988 Snowbowl
action but decided not to make immediate arrests, "in
order to bring in and identify as many other people as we
could."
To arrest Baker, Davis and Millett, the FBI
deployed a team of forty agents and over a dozen vehicles,
including a helicopter, to the scene of the attempted
Central Arizona Project sabotage. The agents carried
night vision field glasses and automatic weapons, even
though the agency was fully aware that the suspects were
unarmed.
Baker and Davis wore towels wrapped around
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their boots to prevent leaving footprints at the scene but
Millett didn't. An editorial in The Phoenix New Times
suggested that the towels disabled the two men from
escaping the scene as Millett had.
In Phoenix, famed Earth First! cofounder, Dave
Foreman, 42, was arrested at his home as part of the
conspiracy. Prosecutors claimed that Foreman was in on
the plots against the Palo Verde and Canyon Diablo nuclear
power plants and the Rocky Flats nuclear bomb factory, but,
not physically involved in any actions.
According to a New Times journalist, Foreman's
arrest was, "an exercise in state-sponsored terror,"
conducted by a "Federal Bureau of Investigation
antiterrorist team."
"Five agents came into his home just after dawn.
They pounded on the door and barged through with guns
drawn when his wife opened it.," the journalist wrote. "The
five agents surrounded his bed and pointed their cocked
.357 magnums at his face. He thought they were there to
execute him."
Foreman described his arrest by "a posse of gun
wielding FBI agents playing Sylvester Stallone" in The
Earth First!Journal."The Doberman down the block starts
barking its brains out at first light. I put in my earplugs, roll
over and go back to sleep. A couple of hours later I hear
the sound of many feet in the hall outside my bedroom
and an unfamiliar but authoritative voice yelling my name.
Disoriented from the sudden wakening, unable to hear
clearly through the earplugs. 1 open my eyes to three men
around my bed pointing .357 magnums at me."
Nancy Morton, Foreman's wife, explained how FBI
agents pounded on the door of their Westside Tucson home
at 7 am with guns drawn, then handcuffed her husband and
took him away wearing only a pair of shorts.
"I opened the door and saw three people, and one
of them had a little badge out, and there were guns, not
pointed at me, but drawn," Morton recalled. "They told me
that they knew I was involved, and that if I didn't testify
against my husband I would get into trouble."
According to the criminal complaint, Foreman
had given the saboteurs $ 100 in May of 1989 and had
previously given a S580 payment directly to Davis,
allegedly to purchase fifly thermite grenades. There were
also allegations that Foreman had given the group a copy
of a book he coauthored titled, Ecodefense: A Field Guide
to Monkeywrenching. Newspapers referred to the text as,
"a how-to book on environmental sabotage that includes a
section on the downing of power lines."
In December of 1990, a second Prescott female,
Ilse Asplund was indicted in the case and the defendants
became known as The Arizona Five.
The Arizona Daily Star reported that the break in
the government's investigation into EMETIC had been
brought about almost entirely by an FBI agent named
Michael Fain, known to the group as 'Michael Tait,' who
had worked undercover for a year to gain their trust.
"In front of the undercover agent," the paper read,
"the three Prescott residents allegedly said they were
taking down the [Central Arizona Project] tower to practice
techniques and to perfect procedures for the downing of

electrical transmission towers leading to the nuclear
power plants and the bomb factory."
At least two others within the defendants' social
networks in Arizona had been regularly reporting on them
to the FBI. secretly recording conversations on FBI-issued
lightweight reel-to-reel recorders, but none had produced
the type of evidence that Michael Fain had.
Davis' attorney reported that the government had
125 reel-to-reel tapes and 450 cassettes of recordings from
household bugs, phone taps, and conversations taped by
informants.
A Special Agent for the FBI profiled Davis as
obsessed with sabotage, stating, "He didn't talk about
sports or the weather, just sabotage."
Undercover FBI agent Michael Fain said that
Davis had confided that he would, "take the pain of a
warrior," and would even die for the cause, and claimed
that Millett said she would never set foot in a courtroom.
Baker. Davis and Millett were denied bond by the
Magistrate, which, "brought sobs and tears from the two
dozen family members and friends in the courtroom."
A column in the weekly Phoenix New Times
compared the defendants to "Iranian hijackers" and
suggested that toppling power lines feeding nuclear power
plants might have caused a nuclear meltdown.
An editorial in The Arizona Daily Sun promptly
dubbed EMETIC, "The greatest mystery to hit Arizona
since Jacob Waltz disappeared into the Superstitions,"
referring to a local legend about a lost gold mine in the
Superstition Mountains.
The author went on to characterize
"warped mission." "weird logic," and its, EMETIC's
"not very
imaginative method of cutting though power poles and ski
lift towers with propane torches," as "junior versions of
Moammar Gadhafi."
"The actions of this small band of criminals have
contributed toward categorization of those genuinely
concerned about preserving our natural wonders as
kooks, tree-huggers or worse," the editorial speculated.
"EMETIC's actions have resembled a comic book version
of an Edward Abbey book. We hope these arrests will
signal the end of a pathetic episode. A few responsible
groups and individuals can do more towards resolving our
environmental concerns than a thousand crackpot pseudoterrorist groups ever can accomplish."
"We are grieved that Dave Foreman was one of
those arrested," the editor wrote. "While radical in its
approach, [Earth First!] has effectively brought a number
of environmental concerns to the attention of Arizona
citizens. If Foreman is guilty of the charges he faces,
Earth First! may never recover, and that would be a loss

for all of us."

EMETIC did, however, manage to gain sympathy

and support, even outside the radical environmental

movement.
"Dear Peg, Marc S- Mark, & Dave," began a
letter to the editor of The Earth First!Journalfrom a man
imprisoned in Chicago's Metropolitan Correctional Center
for his participation in the Missouri Peace Planting missile
silo occupation. "I don't know what to say except thank
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you for your courage... It is an immense tragedy that
the peacemakers and defenders of the Earth continue to
be sent to prison while the warmakers remain free & get
rich. 'ibday it seems our lives are no longer our own. We
have sacrificed our individual freedom to the larger cause
of justice and peace for all... Know that your witness
challenges & inspires all of us who share the strug"gle."
Two days after the arrests. Dave Foreman
was released on $50,000 unsecured bond, aigainst the
arguments from the Assistant US Attorney, who told the
court, "Foreman is the worst of the group. lie just figured,
'I'll stay in the background. the guru., the leader and
financier.' Bosses in the Mafia don't do anything cbher...
They just send their little munchkins out to do their
work."
"It's pretty obvious that somebody in the
government decided it's time to get Dave Foreman behind
bars, and they didn't find anything genuine to get him on
so they trumped up this charge." Earth First! cofounder
Howie Wolke said during an interview. "This is total
harassment and intimidation and there's not a shred of
truth to it... Dave isn't guilty."
Earth First!er. Rod Mondt predicted, "'['here's
a chance that [Foreman's arrest] will put out a message
to environmentalists to perhaps stay in your place, or
something like that."
Foreman's attorney added to this sentiment. "1
think it's clear from the statements of the US Attorney's
Office that this was an attempt over a several year period
to infiltrate this organization. And Mr. Foreman is merely
a target of their locus because of who he is."
While wearing a wire for the FBI, Michael Fain
was even recorded saying, "[l)avc Foremanl isn't really
the guy we need to pop - I mean in terms of an actual
perpetrator. This is the ,uv we need to pop to send a
message. And that's all we're really doing... Uh-oh! We
don't need that on tape! HIo boy!"
"I think Dave has been arrested for writing
a book." Foreman's wife was quoted in 77Te Ariona
Daily Star saying, "I think that [law enforcement] view
[Ec'odefrnse] as a threat, and they don't even want people
to talk about ways to stop what's happening to our
planet."
"I know why the)y want to shut me up. It's
because of the book." Foreman agreed. "They can't stop
the book because of the First Amendment. but they want
to intimidate me and get rid of me. We're at the edge.
Everybody ought to realize that. We are close to the end.
Chemobyl... the oil spill ini Prince William Sound... the
garbage washing up on the East Coast last summer... the
greenhouse effect.., the destruction of the tropical rain
forests... the terrible erosion in Arizona... We're killing
the planet. Some of'us have to stand up and talk about
that. We have to resist the Jestruction any way we can."
"I see the United States as a dying empire,"
Foreman continued. "'It'scontrolled now by giant
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corporations who think they're above the law. But I'm not
going to be shut up."
But Foreman did get shut up. With lack of evidence
on his side. hie pled guilty to a f'elony conspiracy charge.
I His
sentencing was suspended for five years. at which point
the conviction would be reduced to a misdemeanor and a
$250 fine. In addition. Foreman agreed to no longer endorse
monkeywrenching.
Animosities against Foreman that had been
swelling within the radical environmentalists and Earth
First!ers came to a head over the trial and Foreman lost the
respect.ol1 many in the movement. Hie had even squandered
resources designated fbr the Arizona Five by using them for
his case only.
"'On one of the trips I made to Tucson," Mark
Davis recalled in an open letter he later published in The
n'arth
First!Journal."Foreman and I took a walk and
talked. We discussed in general terms the state of the
planet. and tile need to take strong action. We discussed
specifically the killing being done by nukes, the disastrous
effects of' uranium mining on the inhabitants of the
reservations where most ol' it took place, talked about the
long history of governmental cover-ups and so forth. I
asked him if he could come tip with any money to help lund
some potentially risky anti-nuclear activities. He agreed to
provide some. Shortly thereafter I received S580 from him.
The government was convinced that had I been willing to
testify about this conversation, Foreman surely would have
been convicted of the anti-nuclear conspiracy charges and
be in prison. I could easily have cut a deal to do so and save
mysel 1'"
"I talked with Foreman in Maricopa County
Jail a couple o01days alfter the arrest," Davis continued,
"immediately before he was released on bail. At that
time I gave him my word that 1 would not, tinder any
circumstances. testify against him to save myself. .
fully intended to keep that promise. even after it became
apparent that Foreman had no intention of behaving
honorably toward us."
"The FBI will try to split and destroy us." warned
an article in The Earth First!.Journal titled, 'Which Of My
Friends is an FBI Infiltrator.' "Don't fingerpoint (unless yo'u
have some REAL conclusive, specific evidence) but talk
about the pain of suspecting everyone. Acknowledge it's ok
to be paranoid. We must be cautious, but not let it interfere
with our work. Any group that thinks they haven't been
infiltrated may well be on their way to oblivion. Don't teil
anyone about your monkeywrenching (or illegal drugs or
illegal anything), so they can't record it or have to testify
or refuse to testify against you. Consider all phones anc.
most homes and local haunts hugged. Don't end friencdships
just because they might be one of THEM. The FBI w( uld
love that. Ending friendships is one step toward the end of
EF! Work as hard or harder than ever. If you can't ris.. FBI
harassment, leave your EF! group but continue workt:ng
Coatnuf or, page 34
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EMETIC ConnMM from page 3
write letters. boycott, join the Sierra Club, and secretly
buy a screwdriver..."
Ilse Asplund got a one-month prison sentence
and a S2,000 fine. Marc Baker got six months and a
$55000 fine. Peg Millett received a three-year prison
sentence and was ordered to pay SI19,821 in restitution
to Fairfield Snowbowl. Mark Davis was sentenced to
a restitution of$ 19,82 1. to Snowbowl and six years in
prison.
"Carry on, in the tradition of [Edward]
Abbey," The Earth :'irst! Journalquoted Peg Millett

as saying, shortly after being arrested. "Don't stop just
because we're in jail."
After being held for a month in the Durango
women's jail, Millett explained to a reporter that she
had traveled much of the world in the years before her
arrest. She ran horse stables in Norway and Scotland,
fished and built cabins in Alaska, worked with a rafting
trip company in Wyoming and hitchhiked across the
US. She even followed the footsteps of Don Quixote
de la Mancha across Spain on horseback. Life in jail
was a big change for her.
"Sometimes it's really hard being in here.
Sometimes, it's not so hard," she calmly explained.
"There's an L-shaped room and there are fifty of us.
off it in tiny rooms. There are two women in each
room off the main room. There's a table in the main
room and a television set. It goes full blast from
early morning until eleven o'clock. On Fridays and
Saturdays it stays on until 2 a.m. That part's difficult
for me because 1 haven't watched television in ycars."
Of Michael Fain she had one thing to say, "We
both made a mistake. I thought he was my friend, Hie
thought I was his enemy."
Millet spoke about her daily routine in jail of
running 2 miles in the recreation yard, singing a lot
and doing aerobic dancing in the evenings.
"When I can, I watch the sunsets and the
mountains. We have a view that faces wcst. It makes
me cry. There are times when I'm in the recreation
yard and I lay down on the ground on my belly. I
watch the doves and I can't let myself think about my
home and the Earth or the trees. It's all going real fast
and that hurts me."
"Some day I'll be out of jail," Peg told the
reporter, "My jail time will be over. But my work
won't."
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Support the Animal Liberation Front
Protecting animals around the world since the 1970s

ALF - Animal Liberation Front
Available in Black in men's and women's styles
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Earth Liberation Front
Direct Action in Defense of the Planet
Available in Z.harcoa! in men's and women's styles
100% Organic, Sweat Shop

Support the ELF
Earth Liberation Front
Available in Natural in men's and women's styles

Free T-shirts. Made in the USA. $20.00 each (ppd).

,earth liberation front
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Earth Liberation Front Bumper Sticker
$2 (ppd)

My SUV is Killing the Planet Bumper Sticker
$2 (ppd)

Order online at www.resistancemagazine.org or by phone at (866) 476-0964
Questicons or wholesale inquiries, contact us by phone or email info@resistancemagazine.org

stop eating mealt buy local, use your own coffee cup, cut down on Junk mail, fly
with an e-ticket, pay bills online, stop paper hank statements, use rechargeable
hatteries, wrap your wanter heater in an insulated blanket, purchase green
electricity, check and fix water leaks, purchase food items in bulk, purchase
organic products, purchase non-genetically modified items, carpool, purchase,
1rade, or 1arter used items whenever possible, Inflate your Uires, change your
air filters~,keep your water heater thermostat at 120F or below, take shorter
showers, vote for politicians who support sustainabllity, ifyou must drive get a

fuel efficient vehicle, prevent energy leaks at home, lower your thermostat, use

compact fluorescent light bulbs, use a low flow shower head, compost, use areel
or electric lawn mower, get rid of your lawn, plant an organic garden, replace

single pane windows wh double pane windows, turn off lights and electrical
devices when not inuse, switch to a low flow toilet, use solar energy to dry your
clothes, ride a bicycle, take public transportation, drive less, recycle, use less
plastic, stop purchasing bottled water, use reusable containers, take reusable
shopping hags with you to the store, don't use paper napkins or paper towels, use
both sideC, of paper, only purchase 190% post consumer waste recycled or
sustainable tree free paper, switch to a tankless water heater, take your house
off the grid, educate others how to live green, pressure politicians to take
immediate action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, sit ina tree to save L,
block a lovging road, orpganize protests, raise funds for individuals and groups
working Wprotect the planet, boycott companies whose policies and products
re causing global warming, find methods of pressuring corporations to end
environnifntally destructive bushiess practices, eat and live a vegan lifestyle,
take direct action...
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